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IBS

People

The Synergy between IBS and UNIST

Propels Research
Forward

In addition to its headquarters in Daejeon, IBS is operating
campus research centers at various universities, including
five universities specializing in science and technology.
This enables researchers to freely engage in research
projects under creative topics of their choice and
collaborate with one another without the pressure of
meeting deadlines. Among them, Ulsan National Institute
of Science and Technology (UNIST) is home to IBS research
centers in three different fields that are generating worldclass outcomes in basic science research. We met and
heard from researchers who serve as a link between IBS
and UNIST about the synergy they have been creating.

by Lee achieved the groundbreaking outcome of making a

non-conductive material locally conductive in collaboration
with Nanyang Technological University of Singapore and

Sejong University of Korea.

This joint research team built a laminated structure by

alternately piling up molecules of h-BN hexagonal boron

nitride, which is a 2D non-conductive material, and realized
a conductive channel in the structure. The team proved for

the first time in the field that an electronic channel with the

thickness of a single atom can be arranged in an elongated

hexagonal shape along the laminated boundaries where

h-BN molecules meet using atomic resolution transmission

electron microscopy (TEM). The research result was published

in the March 6th issue of Science Advances. 1

Lee said, “This research result will serve as the basis for

the creation of a cutting-edge functional device. The joint

research team of IBS and UNIST was able to achieve this feat
by marching towards a common goal together.”

Lee has been a member of this joint research team

since 2019. Rodney Ruoff, Director of the IBS Center for

Multidimensional Carbon Materials and Distinguished
Professor at UNIST, proposed that he join the team when

he was working for UNIST. Professor Ruoff, an acclaimed
authority on graphene, had been involved in research with

Lee for several years.

Up until he joined UNIST in 2011, Lee conducted projects

The cooperation between IBS and UNIST helps

us remain open to all ideas and march towards a
common goal together.

LEE Zonghoon, Group leader

at the University of Southern California and at the National
Center for Electron Microscopy (NCEM) of Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL) in the US to develop transmission
electron microscopy and explore the fundamental structures

and properties of nano materials using this technology. In
2004, with the development of technology for separating

graphene, dubbed “a dream material”, research on graphene

at LBNL also began to gain greater momentum. Through the

“I have engaged in many joint research projec t s with

newly invented aberration-corrected transmission electron

working at IBS took me to a new level. It felt as if there were

with the human eye.

researchers in various fields since my years in the US, but
no barriers between fellow researchers.”

microscope, it became possible to see individual carbon atom
Lee has focused on observing and analyzing the growth,

LEE Zonghoon, a Group leader of the IBS Center for

defects, deformation, and properties of carbon and low-

of Materials Science and Engineering, UNIST), pointed to the

electron microscopy, as well as on realizing technologies for

Multidimensional Carbon Materials (Professor, Department

flexibility in research cooperation as the driving force behind

his team’s synergy during his interview at UNIST’s AtomicScale Electron Microscopy Lab on October 14th.

Earlier this year, the team of IBS and UNIST researchers led
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dimensional materials on an atomic level using transmission
experimenting with such innovations in real time. One expert

cannot manage to carry out tasks of such magnitude all on
1 Hyoju Park et al., “One-dimensional hexagonal boron nitride conducting
channel”, Science Advances, 2020, DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.aay4958

LEE Zonghoon
Group Leader, IBS Center
for Multidimensional Carbon
Materials (Professor, Department
of Materials Science and
Engineering, UNIST)

After serving at various institutions in North America
and Europe, I decided to join IBS because of the

stable research environment it provides and the
passion of its researchers.

LEE Zonghoon,

Characterization Group

Orlando D. Schärer, Associate director

Leader at the IBS Center

for Multidimensional

Carbon Materials, said,
“The combination of

Orlando D. SCHÄRER has served as Associate Director of the

UNIST’s infrastructure

and IBS’s capacity to

IBS Center for Genomic Integrity and Distinguished Professor

created synergy for

biologist and chemist researching cancer biology and DNA

at the School of Lifes Sciences of UNIST since 2017. He is a

invest in equipment

research.”

repair and has built his reputation at Harvard University of the

his/her own. Lee explained, “These tasks involve creating

environment for professors to set

a common goal and join forces to
march towards it.

answered, “Korea’s research capacity for science has grown

in diverse fields, from experimental scientists for handling

emerged as a very influential country along with China and

equipment to theoretical scientists for calculation and

analysis, must be brought together and join forces.”

IBS provided an environment optimized for researchers in

diverse fields to engage in joint projects. Lee said, “Professors

belonging to IBS set common goals and conduct research

Singapore. Such countries with growing research capacity

Orlando D. Schärer,

researchers.”

Genomic Integrity,

available at UNIST also contributed to improving research

joined IBS.

genomic integrity research institute and hub in Asia and

IBS in 2017.

body detects and repairs damaged DNA to its original state.

team led by Professor LEE Jail of UNIST. The research result

This research is evaluated to have opened up the possibility of

was featured as a Breakthrough Article in the online version of
Nucleic Acids Research on August 2nd, 2019. 2

His team succeeded in verif ying the one-dimensional

stable research foundation for UNIST students. Through joint

motion of the protein XPC-RAD23B along DNA in real time

with IBS researchers without the mental burden of meeting

curtain technique”. It was discovered that this protein diffuses

this initiates the entire repair process.

Schärer is currently searching for the method to repair DNA

along DNA via hopping and recognizes DNA lesions while

repaired to find a therapy to target cancer cells.

to push ahead with a series of international joint research

substances but does not mutate easily because the human

of exploring and creating the tiniest substance possible in real

2 Nayoung Cheon et al., “Single-molecule visualization reveals the

time through research.”

treating many hereditary disorders incurred by DNA damage

by uncovering that XPC-RAD23B recognizes DNA lesions and
damage by chemically manipulating DNA. He is concentrating

bypassing protein obstacles.

projects. We will remain dedicated to accomplishing the goal

The repair process entails the involvement of diverse proteins.

using single-molecule spectroscopy, often dubbed “the DNA

continued to advance.

Lee said, “Once the COVID-19 pandemic subsides, we plan

hub in Asia and joined

Last year, he succeeded in verifying the motion of a protein

and IBS’s capacity for investment in equipment specialized for

deadlines, UNIST’s quality of fundamental research has

genomic integrity

research institute and

along DNA, which recognizes DNA damage, jointly with the

projects under various long-term themes conducted jointly

vision of establishing

a world’s leading

to open a new research institute in Korea. He took immediate

equipment needed in addition to those equipped at UNIST.

Through the cooperation between UNIST and IBS, a

was fascinated by the

the news that his fellow researcher in the genomic integrity

interest in the possibility of establishing a world’s leading

certain projects created synergy.”

of the IBS Center for

While working as a researcher in the US in 2017, he heard

them and help one another.”

Lee added, “The combination of UNIST’s basic infrastructure

Associate Director

like Korea boast a favorable and inspiring environment for

field, MYUNG Kyungjae (Director of the Center), was preparing

efficiency. IBS provides support for specialized research

st

drastically over the past t wo decades. The nation has

together to accomplish such goals. Whenever innovative

ideas come to mind, we instantly make proposals to explore
The fact that high-priced cutting-edge equipment is

15th Issue | 2020 12nd
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What brought this eminent scientist to Korea? Schärer

materials, calculating the proper ties displayed by such
materials, and analyzing their structures. Thus, scientists

IBS provides the optimal

US, ETH Zurich of Switzerland, etc.

DNA is easily damaged and deformed by UV rays and toxic

damage search mechanism for the human NER protein XPC-RAD23B”,
Nucleic Acids Research, 2019, DOI: 10.1093/nar/gkz629

on studying the process through which DNA is damaged and
As mentioned above, the human body has a system for

repairing DNA damage. However, DNA mutation occurs
in those genetically incapable of repair. The repetition of

mutation can lead to cancer.

In order to tackle cancer at its root, it is vital to identify the

method of repairing DNA lesions to the original state. Schärer

7

Orlando D.
Schärer

Associate Director,
IBS Center for Genomic Integrity
(Distinguished Professor,
School of Life Sciences, UNIST)

The research team led

by Schärer consists

of researchers from

around the globe,

including Austria, the

United States, and

Kazakhstan.

is conducting research on ways to find mutated sites in the

DNA sequence and repair mutation.

Schärer mentioned, “This is a highly impor tant basic

students of different countries are highly interested in IBS.”

In f ac t , his team member s are f rom f ive dif ferent

continent s. He added, “Student s of diver se cultur al

research project for seeking effective therapies. Institutions

backgrounds inspire one another and lead to the growth of

are rarearound the world, and IBS is one of them.” He also

influence on Korean students as well.”

capable of conducting such basic research over the long term

praised the nation, stating, “Korea has a wealth of students

more innovative ideas. This is expected to have a positive

with great growth potential and exceptional researchers.

In particular, IBS and UNIST are equipped with dedicated,
passionate researchers.”

Schärer also gave high evaluations of how Korea values

science and engineering. While investment in science and

technology continues to dwindle in the US and Europe, Korea

still actively supports related fields.

In accordance wit h t he 2018 R& D A c t i v it y Sur ve y

conducted by the Ministry of Science and ICT, the ratio of

R&D investment to GDP in Korea stands at 4.81%, which is
the highest among OECD member states. The total amount

of Korea’s annual R&D expenses reaches KRW 85.7287 trillion

(USD 77.9 billion), ranking fifth among OECD member states.

He said, “Researchers in the US, Switzerland, etc., are

often found to perform well because they benefit from an
environment that allows people from around the globe to
easily gather and work together. IBS provides opportunities
for students to stably focus on research, and thus outstanding

8 IBS Research | 15th Issue | 2020 2nd
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Frontline

The 21st century
accelerator war

A particle accelerator is a device that accelerates various particles to high speeds. In physics, the speed of a particle is
equivalent to energy. As such, an accelerator can create an ultra-high energy phenomenon that cannot be observed in
the real world. It can reproduce conditions similar to those related to a supernova explosion, which marks the end of a
massive star, and the inside of a black hole.
Just as an X-ray, a type of electromagnetic wave, can produce images of the body’s internal structures, accelerated
beams of proton and heavy ions enable us to observe the living movements of biomolecules. For this reason,
accelerator technology is considered as the key to basic science research.
For decades, countries with advanced accelerator technologies, such the United States, European Union, China, and
Japan have spent tremendous amounts of capital and manpower on developing accelerators. What efforts are being
made in Korea to catch up with these countries? In this issue, we cover the current status of accelerator development at
home and abroad as well as its applications in the forefront of research.

Part 1
Part 2
Part 3

The world focuses on the particle accelerators

RAON, Korea’s answer to heavy-ion accelerators
In search of the cosmic origin of humanity &
what happens in a black hole?

IBS

Frontline

PART 1

Written by KIM Eun-san, Prof. of Accelerator Science, Korea Universit
Large particle accelerators can serve as a barometer of a country’s

A turning point in universe research

100 TeV. (One tera electron volt [TeV] equals one trillion electron

development of a rocket launch vehicle requires the entire range

than the LHC, and it will encourage research on the discovery of

a full arsenal of all the latest technologies, just like how the

The world focuses
on the particle accelerators

of advanced technologies in the field of aerospace engineering. As
such, the development of accelerators can have a profound impact

in diverse areas, ranging from basic science to the development

of new technology. That is why large proton accelerators, heavy-

ion accelerators, synchrotron radiation accelerators, and other
varieties are continuing to emerge all across the world.

As for South Korea, two synchrotron radiation accelerators

the Higgs boson’s properties. If the project proceeds as planned,

the construction will begin around 2040, and the first collision

experiment using the FCC will be conducted around 2050.

In 2018, the Institute of High Energy Physics (IHEP) of the Chinese

Academy of Sciences (CAS) also announced a plan to build the

Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC) to study the Higgs boson

following year. On top of these, a new heavy-ion accelerator facility

around 2030. Similarly, Japan announced that it would create

isotope Accelerator complex for ON-line experiments), is being

kilometers, the ILC will begin operation in 2030 as well.

be completed. These large accelerators are laying the foundation for

(KAERI) has been operating a proton accelerator in Gyeongju

constructed by the Institute for Basic Science (IBS) and is about to
South Korea to be the world’s next leader in science and technology.

A mega proton accelerator

with a 100-kilometer circumference
A particle accelerator is a machine that accelerates elementary

par ticles to high speeds. It was originally developed as an
exploration tool for academic disciplines that study the

microcosmic world, such as nuclear physics and particle physics.

For instance, the accelerators have driven the discovery of new
atoms, nuclei, and elementary particles such as quarks.

this 100-kilometer-circumference collider will begin operation
the International Linear Collider (ILC). With a total length of 31
In South Korea, the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

since 2013. This 75-meter-long linear accelerator (linac) can

accelerate 1016 protons per second to the energy of 100 MeV (One

mega electron volt [MeV] equals one million electron volts) and
orchestrate their collision with diverse particles. Through these

collisions, the linac can produce medical isotopes (e.g. Cu, Sr, and
Ac isotopes) and identify the stability of a semiconductor.

Heavy-ion accelerator,

the producer of exotic nuclei
A heav y ion is an ionized atom heavier than helium. When

Although accelerators can be classified based on the particles

accelerated heavy-ion beams of uranium, the heaviest atom

most common criterion is according to the particles they accelerate

protons and neutrons within their nuclei ensues and facilitates the

accelerators use accelerated particles in their original form, while the

has become an essential tool for researching exotic nuclei (e.g. the

they produce, their fields of application, and many other criteria, the

(e.g. electron, proton, deuteron, and radioactive ion). Some
others use particles produced from secondary or tertiary reactions.

A prime example of an accelerator is the Large Hadron Collider

(LHC) operated by the European Organization for Nuclear Research
(CERN). In 2012, through a proton beam collision experiment,
this 27-kilometer-circumference accelerator achieved the feat of

discovering the Higgs boson, often dubbed the “God Particle.” The

found in nature, collide with other atoms, a random bonding of

creation of rare isotopes. For this reason, a heavy-ion accelerator
discovery of yet-undiscovered isotopes and new elements).

Currently, there are five major heavy-ion accelerators operating

around the world. In Japan, the Institute of Physical and Chemical

Research (RIKEN) has been running the Radioactive Isotope
Beam Factory (RIBF) since 2007. Using the RIBF, RIKEN was able

to discover nihonium (element 113) in 2016. In Germany, the GSI

Higgs field gives mass to 16 elementary particles that constitute

Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research is currently building

itself as the leader in particle physics research.

a national particle accelerator center known as TRIUMF began

the universe. With such accomplishments, the LHC has established
In June 2020, CERN announced that it had finally endorsed the

CERN

new particles as well as allowing a more precise measurement of

and other particles. The construction will commence in 2022, and

featuring proprietary Korean technologies, known as RAON (Rare

12 IBS Research | 15th Issue | 2020 2nd

volts) When completed, the FCC will be seven times more powerful

were completed in 1995 and 2016 in Pohang. Similarly, a proton

accelerator was built in Gyeongju in 2012 and began operation the

The figure is a concept drawing depicting the
interior of the Future Circular Collider (FCC),
a next-generation accelerator planned by
CERN. Four times the size of the current LHC
in terms of circumference, this accelerator
will have a circumference of 100-kilometers.
The accelerator will be used to research the
properties of the Higgs boson, an elementary
particle often dubbed as the “God Particle.”

80–100 kilometers, with its collision beam energy reaching up to

competitiveness in science and technology because they require

construction of the Future Circular Collider (FCC) after a prolonged

review process. This supercollider will have a circumference of

the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR). In Canada,

operation of the ISAC-I facility in 1998 and the ISAC-II facility in 2007.
In Korea, the IBS’s department in charge of the Rare Isotope

Science Project (RISP) is leading the construction of a heavy-ion

13

accelerator facility known as RAON. The construction began in

2011 in the Sindong District of Daejeon, with completion expected

in late 2021.

The core feature of RAON is its ability to increase heav y-

ion beam energy to 200 MeV/u (mega electron volt per atomic

mass unit), using a superconducting linac (SCL). A wide range of

advanced technologies, including a superconducting system, a

cryogenic system, an ultra-high vacuum system, and a precision

conducive to the development of chemistry and biological sciences.

Continued evolution:

4th-generation synchrotron radiation accelerator
A synchrotron radiation accelerator operates by accelerating

electrons, which are very light particles, close to the speed of light

control system, must be integrated into the accelerator.

and then allowing them to circulate inside a storage ring (a type

building the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB), a heavy-ion

to produce synchrotron radiation (which includes ultraviolet

In the United States, Michigan State University (MSU) is currently

of synchrotron particle accelerator) for a prolonged time period

accelerator facility that utilizes an SCL just like RAON. Scheduled

and X-rays). Using this light, scientists can analyze and study the

operation. It can accelerate a heavy-ion beam up to 200 MeV/u and

new materials to organic molecules like proteins.

with the target.

predicted, was first observed at a synchrotron (a type of particle

7,000 more expected to be discovered. Understanding the creation

based General Electric Company (GE). Since the 1960s, synchrotron

serve as a starting point in studying the evolution of the universe and

generation synchrotron light sources, synchrotron radiation was

to be completed in 2021, FRIB is currently in the final stage of pilot

produce rare isotopes with 400 kW of energy through collisions

Thus far, some 3,000 isotopes have been identified, with some

process for rare isotopes discovered via heavy-ion accelerators can

CERN

Pohang Accelerator Laboratory

stars. In addition, unraveling the properties of such isotopes can be

Fourth-generation linac-based
synchrotron radiation accelerator
In operation since 2016
10 GeV class

structural details and dynamics of diverse types of matter, from
In 1947, synchrotron radiation, which had only been theoretically

Synchrotron radiation accelerators, which emit ultraviolet and X-rays, can be used to
identify the structural details of new materials or proteins. The photos are aerial views
of a third-generation storage ring light source and a fourth-generation linac-based light
source, each operated by the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory. In 2022, the construction of
a multi-purpose fourth-generation storage ring light source will commence in Cheongju.

accelerator where particles move in a circle) built by the U.S.-

radiation has been used in scientific research. In such first-

obtained as a byproduct of other experiments.

is under construction.

were introduced. They were machines dedicated exclusively to

light sources. Since 1995, the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory has

In the 1980s, second-generation synchrotron light sources

the production of synchrotron radiation and were able to partially

control the release and duration of the radiation. The first second-

generation synchrotron light source was the Synchrotron Radiation
Source (SRS) at the Daresbury Laboratory in the UK.

In the early 1990s, third-generation synchrotron light sources,

which allowed the modification of radiation to suit the user’s

been operating a third-generation storage ring light source (3 GeV

since 2012). Since 2016, the lab has also been running a fourth-

generation linac-based light source (10 GeV). Furthermore in

Cheongju, construction of a new multi-purpose, fourth-generation
4 GeV storage ring light source will commence in 2022.

South Korea’s history of constructing and operating accelerators

is very short compared to those of advanced countries such

under construction in 23 countries around the world.

complete self-sufficiency in accelerator technology, Korea must

Third-generation storage rings can be classified into the

as the United States, Japan, and Germany. In order to achieve

focus on acquiring core technologies and the localization of parts

intermediate energy machines (1.0–3.5 GeV) and high energy

production. At the same time, the government must make efforts

faced limitations of having lower electron beam emittance and

and the development of the related industries.

machines (6–8 Gev). Intermediate energy machines, however,

14 IBS Research | 15th Issue | 2020 2nd

Currently, South Korea operates two large-scale synchrotron

needs, began to appear. Currently, 47 third-generation storage
rings with a minimum beam energy of 1 GeV are in operation or

RAON, a new Korean heavy-ion accelerator
facility currently under construction in
Daejeon, will feature a superconducting
linac that utilizes superconducting coils
no more than 1 mm in diameter. Since the
electrical resistance of a superconducting
linac (SCL) is hundreds of thousands
of times lower than that of regular
accelerators, electric power consumption
can be dramatically reduced in an SCL.

Third-generation storage ring
synchrotron radiation accelerator
In operation since 1995
3 GeV class

difficulties in raising beam brightness.

In 2009, the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory at Stanford

University successfully launched the operation of the Linac

Coherent Light Source (LCLS) in the U.S., which became the world’s
first fourth-generation linac-based light source. LCLS can produce

radiation that is 1018 times brighter than the sunlight. Using its
X-rays, scientists could observe cell movements in real-time. At

present, LCLS-II, another superconducting linac-based light source,

to foster the training of new experts in the accelerator-related field

KIM Eun-san

Kim received a Ph.D. in accelerator physics from the Department of Accelerator
Science at Japan the Graduate University for Advanced Studies. And then he

studied accelerator physics atJapan High Energy Accelerator Research Institute

(KEK) and University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley), the European Institute
for Particle Physics (CERN). Currently He is a professor the department of

accelerator science at Korea University. He participated in the development
of particle types accelerators and collision type accelerators, worked as a

international accelerators committee member. eskim1@korea.ac.kr
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PART 2

With a site area of 952,066 m2, equivalent to the size of 130 soccer

fields, RAON will be among the world’s largest linear accelerators.

On the frontline of RAON construction

Nine years since the groundbreaking in December 2011, the

RAON, Korea’s answer
to heavy-ion accelerators

construction is now in its final stage. Engineers and construction
workers were busy installing and testing the performance of the

accelerator system underground and, at the same time, completing

the construction of research buildings and the site’s roads above

ground.

The essence of RAON,

the superconducting linac
“RAON consists of four subsystems, namely, the accelerator

system, the technical system, the rare isotope (RI) beam

production system, and the experimental system,” Dr. Kwon said.
“Learning what these subsystems do is key to understanding the

inner-workings of RAON.”

According to Dr. Kwon, the core facilit y of R AON is the

accelerator system, which consists of a superconducting linac

(SCL) that accelerates heavy ions released from an injector. The

injector is comprised of an ion source, which produces a beam
of heavy-ions; a Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) system,

RAON’s superconducting linac
(SCL) consists of SCL1, SCL2,
and SCL3. The photo (taken in
September 2020) illustrates the
front section of an accelerating
tube installed for SCL3, the lowenergy section of the SCL.

which transports the beam to the linac; and a radio-frequency

quadrupole (RFQ) system, which drives the initial acceleration of
the beam.

A linac is a machine that accelerates positively or negatively

charged heavy ions along a linear acceleration tube, using electric

voltage. A superconducting linac (SCL), on the other hand, has an

additional function, in which the direction of a heavy-ion beam

is controlled by wrapping the tube with superconducting coils.
The coil utilizes, a technology known as superconductivity, a

On September 24th, IBS Research visited the construction site for

phenomenon where electrical resistance gradually vanishes as

Korea’s upcoming heavy-ion accelerator situated in the Sindong

the electrical resistance of an SCL is hundreds of thousands of

RAON (Rare isotope Accelerator complex for ON-line experiment),
District, a 30-minute drive from the Daedeok Innopolis in Daejeon.

The site followed COVID-19 safety guidelines strictly, for instance,

requiring visitors to fill out a questionnaire before entering the
site. When I passed the main gate and arrived at the temporary

office located in the farthest corner of the site, I could see the area

bustling with construction staff.

“Almost all facilities in RAON will be completed by the end of this

year, except for the superconducting linac system, which is the core

underground facility of RAON,” noted Dr. KWON Myeun, Director of

the IBS Rare Isotope Science Project (RISP), who is in charge of the

entire project. “By that time, associated roads and landscaping will

also take shape as originally planned.”

the temperature approaches absolute zero (-273.15 °C). Since
times lower than that of regular accelerators, electric power

consumption can be dramatically reduced in such linac.

However, utilizing superconductivit y requires advanced

technologies to maintain extremely low temperatures. As such, the

cryogenic system, which maintains the temperature range of 2~4K

(269~271 °C), and the central control system are also crucial to

RAON.

RAON’s SCL consists of three sections, namely, SCL1, SCL2, and

SCL3. Since SCL1 and SCL3 have overlapping functions, the now-

abandoned construction of SCL1 will be reconsidered later if there
are increasing demands for experiments in the future.

The first to be built is the SCL3, which is a 95.5-meter low-
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will help scientists identify the existence and properties of such

isotopes by simulating the conditions within nuclei.”

from the ISOL or IF system are transported to RAON’s seven

experimental systems for analysis, namely, the Nuclear Data

There are two main systems that produce rare isotopes using a

Production System (NDPS), the Korea Broad Acceptance Recoil

On-Line (ISOL) system and the In-flight Fragmentation (IF) system.

System (MMS), the Collinear Laser Spectrometer (CLS), the Large

beam of heavy ions accelerated by an SCL: the Isotope Separation
RAON is the world’s first facility that features both systems.

An ISOL system accelerates light elements and orchestrates

collisions with heavy elements such as uranium. Such collisions

Spectrometer & Apparatus (KOBRA), the Mass Measurement

Acceptance Multi-Purpose Spectrometer (LAMPS), the Muon Spin

Relaxation (μSR), and the Beam Irradiation System (BIS).

“RAON’s field of application is

result in nuclear fission and produce rare isotopes. In this system,

unlimited!”

one collision can yield a large number of rare isotopes, but their

variety is limited. That is because the existing ISOL systems can

withstand temperatures of only up to 2,000 °C and therefore

RAON can be used to study the creation process and properties

On the other hand, an IF system orchestrates collisions between

area of application should be confined to the realm of basic

cannot utilize heavy ions accelerated to high energy.

heavy elements (e.g. uranium) that are accelerated to high energy

with light elements, such as beryllium (atomic No. 4) or carbon, and

extracts rare isotopes from fragments of the split heavy elements.

In this way, the system can obtain almost the entire spectrum of

The injector, which creates a heavyion beam and provides initial
acceleration for experiments, consists
of an ion source and a Low Energy
Beam Transport (LEBT) system that
transports the beam to the SCL. The
photo illustrates the ion source (upper
left) and its connection path.

the heavy-ion beam to some 12 percent of the speed of light. (The

speed of light is approximately 300,000 kilometers per second.)

a wide variety of high-purity isotopes,” Dr. Kwon noted. “When
completed, RAON will be the world’s largest heavy-ion accelerator

SCL2, on the other hand, is a 180-meter high-energy acceleration

section. It can boost beam energy to 200 MeV/u and beam speed
to some 50 percent of the speed of light.

RAON, the world’s first system that
combines ISOL and IF

There are 92 chemical elements found in nature, ranging from

To illustrate, let us look at the case of a muon beam, which

that constitute the universe. It is 206 times heavier than an

“Since RAON combines both systems, it will be able to produce

technologies and is currently undergoing performance testing.

not limited to merely understanding the universe.”

Currently, four heavy-ion accelerators operating in Canada,

Europe, Japan, and China utilize either an ISOL or an IF system.

because the section was built using domestic manufacturing

to this question, Dr. Kwon replied, “RAON’s research potential is

can be used to identify the internal structure of matter without

of rare isotopes obtained from an ISOL system.

Depending on the goals of the research, rare isotopes produced

originating from the injector to 18.5 MeV/u, which will accelerate

science and unraveling the mysteries of the universe? In response

rare isotopes, but, in terms of purity, their quality is lower than that

featuring both types of rare isotope production system.”

energy acceleration section. It can boost the energy of heavy ions

of rare isotopes. This raises the question of whether the facility’s

Dr. KWON Myeun, Director of the IBS Rare Isotope Science
Project (RISP), is giving a briefing on the construction status of
RAON, a new Korean heavy-ion accelerator, in September 2020.

causing damage. The muon is one of the 12 elementary particles
electron and has a lifespan of 2.2 µs. (One µs equals one millionth

of one second.) The muon is produced when a high-energy
proton from the universe hits the Earth’s atmosphere at a height

of tens of kilometers. Using RAON, scientists can have protons
collide with graphite atoms, which, in turn, will produce pions. A
muon beam can then be obtained from pion decay.

“A method of determining the age of a biological organism

using carbon isotopes, as well as machines that treat cancer
using protons, are already available,” Dr. Kwon noted. “There is a
growing interest in applied research, where scientists try to find
ways to utilize newly discovered isotopes in diverse areas, for

instance, through the development of new medical treatments
and nuclear waste disposal methods.”

Furthermore, RAON can be used to discover elements heavier

“Currently, we have completed the installation and performance

hydrogen (atomic No. 1) to uranium (atomic No. 92). Adding one

than uranium. “To seek out yet-undiscovered new elements,

SCL3. We are also in the midst of testing the performance of HWR

proton and one electron, produces heavy hydrogen (hydrogen-2).

existing elements,” Dr. Kwon said. “Such research is extremely

testing of 22 QWR cryomodules installed in the front section of

cryomodules that will constitute the rear section,” noted LEE Min-

neutron to common hydrogen (hydrogen-1), which consists of one

As in this case, variants of the same chemical element that differ in

Gi, the leader of the Superconducting Radiofrequency (SCRF) team

mass are known as isotopes.

SCL-related equipment.

7,000 isotopes theoretically predicted but still waiting to be

of the RISP, who is in charge of the production and installation of

“SCL3, the low-energy acceleration section, will probably begin

operation late 2021” Dr. Kwon said, adding to Lee’s comment.

“However, it will take more time for SCL2 to start initial operation
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Thus far, some 3,000 isotopes have been identified, with around

research must be conducted on how to attach neutrons to

difficult and time-consuming. As such, we will instead focus on

finding undiscovered isotopes during the early stages of RAON’s
operation.”

“Even after its completion, RAON will be utilized for research

discovered. “The essence of nuclear physics is to study the creation

only 6~8 months of the year to reser ve suf ficient time for

the creation process of heavy elements,” Dr. Kwon said. “RAON

planned, it can be extensively utilized for the discovery of new

and binding process of still undiscovered isotopes so as to clarify

maintenance,” Dr. Kwon added. “If SCL1 is later built as originally
elements.”
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Frontline

The first stor y

PART 3

Where did the elements heavier than

Heavy-ion accelerator: key to unraveling mysteries in basic science

In search of the
cosmic origin of
humanity

iron come from?

“Based on the theory of evolution, the modern human species
originated in Africa. When we talk about evolution, we usually

confine our discussions within the Earth. However, from the

perspective of the Big Bang Theory and nuclear astrophysics, we

can say that the force that gave birth to humanity emerged from
cosmic events such as neutron star collision and a supernova

explosion. The thing is, heavy elements that constitute our body,
such as iron (Fe) and carbon (C) in hemoglobin, which carries

existence of some 3,000 isotopes of known elements has been
confirmed, with some 4,000 still waiting to be discovered.

Transuranium elements, which heavier than uranium and not

found in nature, have been identified through artificial means.

Currently, elements from 93 (neptunium) to 118 (oganesson)

have been discovered. In this regard, undiscovered isotopes and
artificially created new elements are referred to as exotic nuclei.

“Once all of its equipment and facilities are ready, RAON will be

able to produce heavy ion beams with a kinetic energy of 200 MeV/

u,” Dr. Hahn said. “Through this, scientists will be able to reproduce

mysteries of the universe, was what Dr. HAHN Kevin Insik, Director of

conduct research focusing on the origin of elements and the

the IBS Center for Exotic Nuclear Studies, alluded to as an example of
what accelerators can do to help solve the challenges of basic science.

conditions similar to those within the core of a supernova, to
discovery of exotic nuclei.”

Dr. Hahn is planning an experiment to discover exotic nuclei

According to the Big Bang Theory, the universe at its birth

at RAON, where uranium atoms are accelerated close to the

According to astronomers, the first generation of stars was born

Exotic nuclei produced by such collisions generally exist for an

stars died, heavy elements were created and began to spread

turning into different elements. As such, determining whether the

consisted of only light elements such as hydrogen and helium.
tens to hundreds of millions of years after the Big Bang. When those

across the universe. In the cores of stars that are at least several

speed of light, and then collide with beryllium (atomic No. 4).

extremely short time before emitting diverse particles and then
originally produced elements were exotic nuclei is possible only by

times heavier than the Sun, light elements may capture neutrons or

reconstructing an event based on its final outcomes.

inside stars with merely 1~2 times the mass of the Sun, nuclear

can calculate the original mass by checking how many times alpha

protons during collisions, creating heavier elements. For instance,

“For instance, if the final outcome is lead (atomic No. 82), we

fusion continues until a carbon core forms. But there is insufficient

particles, protons, neutrons, electrons, and other particles were

“It was only 50 years ago when we were able to partially imitate

explained. Through such retracing process, researchers can confirm

energy for carbon to fuse into heavier elements.

the environment of the cores of high-mass stars that have sufficient

released until the original element turned into lead,” Dr. Hahn
the existence of undiscovered elements and isotopes, ultimately being

energy to form elements heavier than iron using accelerators,” Dr.

able to explain the creation process of elements heavier than iron.

still don’t have a clear explanation for the origin of heavy elements.”

of Japan, a decade of accelerator-based research came to fruition

protons. Hydrogen (atomic No. 1) has one proton. Hydrogen with

protons in its nucleus and named it nihonium (Nh). “Given enough

Hahn said. “Diverse research outcomes have emerged so far, yet we
An element is identified by its atomic number, the number of its

one neutron is known as deuterium (hydrogen-2); hydrogen with
two neutrons is called tritium (hydrogen-3). Deuterium and tritium,

Director, IBS Center for Exotic Nuclear Studies

naturally-occurring element is uranium (atomic No. 92). The

oxygen in the blood, all came from these stellar events.”

The cosmic origin of humanity, one of the most fundamental

HAHN Kevin Insik

referred to as heavy elements, or simply “metals”. The heaviest

which have different masses as they have different numbers of

neutrons, are referred to as isotopes of hydrogen.

RAON can also be utilized to discover new elements. In the case

when Japanese scientists discovered an element that has 113

time and dedication, our scientists may someday be able to find

a new element and name it ‘koreanium’ or ‘sejongnium,’” Dr. Hahn

noted in an emphatic tone.

The IBS Center for Exotic Nuclear Studies was launched in

“In a high-temperature, high-density environment, if neutrons

December 2019, and as of November 2020, there are a total

Through a certain process, if protons are captured instead, then

Hahn. “By next year, we plan to increase our number to around

are captured by an atomic nucleus, then an isotope is created.
a new element is produced,” Dr. HAHN noted. “Unraveling the
creation process of new elements or isotopes with an extremely

short lifespan is the first step towards identif ying the basic

properties of nuclei and deducing the origin of elements.”

In astronomy, elements heavier than helium (atomic No. 2) are

of 11 researchers working at the center, including Director
20 researchers, and we will conduct studies in four separate

disciplines - nuclear astrophysics, nuclear structure, nuclear
reaction, and theoretical nuclear physics,” Director Hahn stated.

“We plan to devise a variety of new experiments which will
utilize RAON to discover exotic nuclei.”
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The second s tor y

Studying the universe with

What happens
in a black hole?

smaller than a conventional accelerator.”

ultra-intense lasers

If electrons accelerated in such a way collide with a block of lead

The average lifetime of a star with about the same mass as the Sun

hole. Since a collision with a heavier element produces stronger

consume their fuel more rapidly. Massive stars with more than 15

ultra-intense lasers are being used to simulate mysterious black

the Sun have a lifetime of about 10 million years because their cores

solar masses will undergo an explosion known as a supernova. The

massive stars will release gamma rays during the supernova and
their cores will collapse into neutron stars; other stars with higher-

mass degenerate cores will further collapse into black holes.

gamma rays, tungsten is used as a collision target. In this way,
holes and gamma ray bursts, allowing researchers to study physical
phenomena that occur in extreme cosmic environments.

Using ultra-intense lasers, scientists can accelerate not only

electrons but also protons and heavy ions that are heftier than

Here, the problem is that there is no sufficiently satisfactory

protons. Unlike the case of electron acceleration that requires

black holes. “To investigate such phenomena in the universe, we

by focusing an ultra-intense laser beam onto a very thin solid sheet

need to create exotic physical conditions,” said Dr. NAM Chang Hee,

Director of the IBS Center for Relativistic Laser Science. ”An ultra-

intense laser is one of the best experimental tools available for the

helium gas as a medium, protons and heavy ions can be accelerated
of only 10~30 nm (1 nm = 10-9 m) in thickness. This process creates

on the solid sheet a high density plasma, from which electrons are

accelerated and escape. These electrons, in turn, accelerate protons

research on laboratory astrophysics.“

by pulling them.

1 PW of power. (One petawatt equals 1015 watts.) “Our laser can

accelerating protons up to 90 MeV, carbon ions up to 600 MeV, and

explained. “Most importantly, we can generate such ultra-intense

records once again,” Dr. Nam said.

An ultra-intense laser refers to a laser that can generate at least

produce 4 PW of power for 20 femtoseconds (1 fs = 10-15 s),” Dr. NAM
laser beams every 10 seconds.”

Director, IBS Center for Relativistic Laser Science

can reproduce a positron–electron jet emitted from a black

is some 10 billion years, whereas stars with 3–15 times the mass of

experiment to verify phenomena related to gamma ray bursts or

NAM Changhee

or tungsten, the collision first generates strong gamma-rays, which

“Using an ultra-intense laser, we have thus far achieved the feat of

gold ions up to 1 GeV, but we continue to make efforts to break our

The National Cancer Center (NCC), located in Ilsan, Gyeonggi-do

The center helmed by Dr. Nam is currently studying proton–

Province, has a proton accelerator for cancer treatment that can

disc of a black hole, by accelerating electrons with an ultra-intense

massive and weighs a staggering 220 tons due to heavy radiation

is irradiated with a petawatt laser, the gas becomes ionized and

accelerators much smaller,” Dr. Nam said. “However, we still face

electrons outward, but they are also pulled back by the helium ions,

technology if we are to create beam energy of 200~250 MeV, the

electron jets emitted in perpendicular directions from the accretion
laser. When a short, 5-centimeter long tube filled with helium gas

forms a plasma. In the plasma, the powerful laser field pushes the

generating a plasma wave. Through this plasma wakefield, electrons

are accelerated in the same direction as the laser beam. Thus, the

principle behind the acceleration of these electrons is the same as
that a surfer rides waves.

“In this experiment, electrons in the 5-centimeter long gas

medium can reach the energy level of more than 3 GeV (1 GeV =

109

eV), which amounts to 99.99999 percent of the speed of light,” Dr.

Nam said. “That is, we can create electrons with enormous energy in

generate up to 230 MeV of beam energy. However, the machine is

shielding. “By utilizing ultra-intense lasers, we can make proton
the technical challenge of having to double the performance of our

energy level required for effective cancer treatment.”

Currently in Europe, an ambitious laser facility construction

project known as the Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) is underway.

Initiated by Gérard Mourou, professor at École Polytechnique

and winner of the 2018 Nobel Prize in physics, this EU-sponsored

project involves the construction of three large laser facilities in the
Czech Republic, Hungary, and Romania. Recently, a facility for an

ultra-intense laser beam with a power of 10 PW was completed in

a medium of such a short distance.“

Romania and began pilot operation.

features a 1.1-kilometer long linear accelerating tube. Electrons that

unraveling of such cosmic mysteries as black holes, ultra-intense

The fourth-generation light source in Pohang (completed in 2015)

“In addition to basic science research centered around the

pass through the tube can be accelerated up to the energy of 10 GeV.

laser technologies can be applied in diverse fields, for example, in

they must move at least 100 meters in a linear accelerating tube,”

radioactive nuclides with extremely long lifetimes produced in

acceleration, we can achieve the same effect in an accelerator much

human wellbeing,” Dr. Nam said.

“For electrons to reach the energy of 3 GeV in such an accelerator,

Dr. Nam said. “However, if we use an ultra-intense laser for electron

developing cancer treatment machines and also by transmuting

nuclear waste into nuclides with short lifetimes, which will boost
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Art in Science

The wonder
called the brain

A region as vast and mysterious as the universe exists within the human body. It is the
brain, which weighs 1.4kg. Filled with a complex network of neurons and blood vessels, the
brain remains just as unexplored as the dark universe. Many scientists are drawn to study
its fathomless expanse and often archive their visually awe-striking findings in images.
The Institute for Basic Science (IBS) hosts the “Art in Science” exhibition each year to share
images attained by scientists in different fields that are both scientifically insightful and
artistically inspiring. The following are some of the images uncovered in the brain and neuro
science field that have been introduced through “Art in Science” since 2015.

Star shower in the brain

IBS Center for Cognition and Sociality

The cerebral cortex is the outer layer of neural tissue of the cerebrum. It consists of a myriad of
neurons and thus can perform diverse complex functions such as memory, attention, thinking,
and language. This image features a 15-day-old mouse embryo, into which fluorescent proteins of
three colors (green, red, and far-infrared ray) were injected. Neurons in the cerebral cortex tinted in
fluorescent proteins of three colors look like streams of meteors falling from the night sky.
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The eyes of morpheus

IBS Center for Synaptic Brain Dysfunctions

The red parts represent inert cells in the hypothalamus, including the lateral preoptic area (LPO). The
LPO is known to be related to sleep, and thus neuron damage in this area leads to sleep disorders
such as insomnia. It is projected that the understanding of the structure of the LPO will serve as the
starting point for defining why human beings sleep and have dreams. The cell nucleus rendered in
blue at the center looks like the eyes of Morpheus, the god of sleep in Greek mythology.

Z-Dragon

IBS Center for Molecular Spectroscopy and Dynamics

Flourescent proteins were injected into myelin sheaths of zebrafish and illuminated with confocal
laser scanning microscopy. Myelin sheaths are the coverings of the neurons of vertebrates including
humans and help electric signals transmit more rapidly through neurons by preventing leakage.
The zebrafish in the image hatched 14 days prior, and its spinal cord and peripheral nerve fascicles
are gleaming in green fluorescent color. It looks like a dragon about to soar into the sky. The sharp
contrast of colors and diagonal composition communicate a sense of speed and dynamic motion.
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The root of being, vessels

It’s Okay.

IBS Center for Vascular Research

IBS Center for Cognition and Sociality

This image features the cross section of the brain of a 12-dayold, normal mouse. Brain blood vessels grow from the outer layer
inwards just like plant roots growing deep into soil. Brain blood
vessels also intertwine intricately and form a more robust barrier
than those of other organs. The development of brain blood vessels
and the formation of the blood-brain barrier accelerate brain
maturation and protect the brain at the same time. The lone tree in
the image was drawn onto the brain surface displaying an elaborate
network of blood vessels to deliver the message that blood vessels
are to an organism what roots are to a tree.

The parts rendered in blue in the photo represent neurons
called the thalamic reticular nucleus. The thalamic reticular
nucleus is known to be involved in attention and the
processing of signals from the somatosensory system. It
was recently discovered that it is related to fear memory
extinction. Some (rendered in red) of the thalamic reticular
nuclei stretch string-like axons to the fear memory center,
which is another brain region in charge of fear memory, to
curb the memory of fear. These neurons become more active
in the wake of fearful situations, and the brain provides the
mainspring to overcome such situations. It is as if your brain
is comforting you, saying, “It’s OK. Don’t be afraid.”

세상에서 가장 작은 환자 I 전자스핀공명 주사터널링현미경(ESR-STM)

필립 윌케(양자나노과학 연구단)

양자나노과학 연구단은 한 환자의 몸을 찍은 사진을 공개했다. 사실
이 환자는 사람이 아닌 티타늄(Ti) 원자다. 티타늄 원자를 들여다보기
위해 주사터널링현미경(STM·Scanning Tunneling Microscope)과
전자스핀공명(ESR·Electron Spin Resonance)을 결합해 촬영하자
자기장과 스핀 차이에 따라 달라지는 고유 진동수가 살포시 춤추듯 물결치는
모양으로 나타났다. 환자를 진료할 때 사용하는 자기공명영상(MRI)을
촬영하는 것과 같은 원리다. 세상을 이루는 가장 작은 단위를 이해할 수
있도록 자신의 가장 은밀한 모습을 드러낸 원자에게 박수를.
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Starry night

IBS Center for Synaptic Brain Dysfunctions

This image was captured during a cell screening experiment, which is often employed for research
on drug reactions and toxic substances. After injecting fluorescent blue (DAPI) and fluorescent green
(GFP) into the cancerous ovarian cells (CHO cells) of a Chinese hamster, we illuminated how these two
types of cells exist in harmony using confocal laser scanning microscopy. Fluorescent cells against
the black background look like vibrant stars shining brightly in the night sky. Dutch artist Vincent
van Gogh said, “Stars make me keep dreaming,” at the time he was painting ‘Starry Night’. The
researchers who shot this photo also ruminated over their dream of contributing to the wellness of
humanity by developing cures for brain diseases.

The pond

IBS Center for Synaptic Brain Dysfunctions

This image features diverse proteins existing in the second and third layers of the medial prefrontal
cortex of a mouse. Parvalbumin, a calcium-binding protein engaging in calcium signaling, is
rendered in red; PTP delta, a protein engaging in synapse development, is rendered in green; and
the fluorescent substance for DNA is rendered in blue. The medial prefrontal cortex is responsible
for social action and decision-making of mice and is known to be related to the representation of
humanity for people. The dynamic color combination reminds the viewer of the works of Claude
Monet, a French impressionist painter, that portray the water lilies of Giverny.

The flash

IBS Center for Synaptic Brain Dysfunctions

The four images are the pyramidal neurons attained from the hippocampus which were injected with
fluorescent proteins. The researcher captured the images while verifying the shapes and number of
dendritic spines that exchanges electric signals with other neurons. The original image (leftmost) that
resembles lightning against the night sky was processed to create the other three images with the
reinforced feel of a flash.
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Into the IBS

C e n t e r

f o r

R N A

R e s e a r c h

After seriously spooking the global community, the severe
acute respirator y syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) has

Severe acute respiratory syndrome
Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
a complete SARS-CoV-2 genome map

been unmasked by Korean researchers who successfully

identified all the RNA produced by the SARS-CoV-2 virusinfected cells. The IBS Center for RNA Research collaborated

with the National Institute of Health (NIH) of the Korea Disease
Control and Prevention Agency (KDCA) to generate a complete
RNA transcriptome map. The team was also the first to confirm

RNA modification in the SARS-CoV-2, while also identifying the

type of sgRNA (subgenomic RNA) that translates into the viral
envelope or the spike protein of the virus.

Answering the call
“It was an eerie feeling, knowing we were in the same room

KIM V. Narry

Director, IBS Center
for RNA Research

as the virus that was threatening the lives of billions of people

accuracy.

(professor of the School of Biological Sciences at Seoul National

equipment that is capable of performing nanopore sequencing,

CoV-2 strain to the lab. This was back in February of 2020 in the

fully analyze SARS-CoV-2,” explained Chang, while also adding

recalled CHANG Hyeshik, a participating professor of the Center
University). Chang had just brought a sample of the SARS-

South Korea’s southeastern city of Daegu.

At the same time, coronavirus disease (COVID-19) cases

were also exploding in China. Director of the Center, professor

KIM V. Narr y (School of Biological Sciences, SNU) and her

team watched the situation with a growing sense of obligation
as scientists. Af ter a week of discussing with her team to

that, ”It is not every day that RNA research can immediately

generate value to society. This made our decision even easier

as we jumped in to help the unprecedented collective effort of
the world’s scientific community in dispelling the fear and chaos

churning around the virus by illuminating its mechanisms of
proliferation.”

Of course, even the best researchers can always use a bit

decision was made to take on the task of analyzing SARS-CoV-2

working on the hepatitis B virus in the lab, which meant the

What makes nanopore sequencing particularly attractive is

its ability to analyze long fragments of RNA without cleavage.

animal cells rather than viruses. A researcher KIM Dongwan was
Center’s lab had already been authorized as a biosafety level 2
(BSL-2) facility.

“Because of the ongoing hepatitis B related research, our lab

A s the name sug gest s, a tiny protein pore with an inner

was stocked with all the necessary reagents and equipment.

billionth of a meter) is applied with an electric current which is

and we were more than ready to hit the ground running,” Kim

diameter of a few nanometers (1 nanometer (1nm) = one-

disturbed when an RNA strand passes through the pore. The
measurement of this disturbance is used to yield valuable data.

Researcher, IBS Center
for RNA Research

the depth of our experience gave us confidence that we could

of luck. At the time, most of the cultures at the Center were

utilizing the nanopore direct RNA sequencing method.

KIM Dongwan

“Although the Center is not the only research facility with the

ensure that everybody was fully aware of the risks involved in

answering the distress call from both home and abroad, the

CHANG Hyeshik

The IBS Center for RNA Research employed the nanopore direct
RNA sequencing method to analyze SARS-CoV-2 RNA. A nanoscale
hole is applied with an electric current, and changes in the current
as RNA strands are passed through are analyzed to determine
the length, structure, and the base-pair sequence of the genetic
material.

around the world. It felt almost unreal, like it was just a movie,”

immediate wake of the massive surge of confirmed cases in

Participating Professor,
IBS Center for RNA Research

NHGRI(W)

IBS

The only thing missing was a sample of the virus. Give us that,
said, commenting on the fortuitous chain of events.

The sample was provided by the Korea National Institute for

The Center employed this method to analyze the

Health. This particular SARS-CoV-2 sample was from a culture of

whole collection of RNA transcripts in a host cell. Scrutinizing

the virus, and since it had been inactivated, the Center’s BSL-2

transcriptome of SARS-CoV-2. A transcriptome refers to the

the entire transcriptome reveals the intermediar y factors
that are involved in viral protein production. To enhance the

resolution, the DNA nanoball sequencing was also used, an

alternative DNA sequencing technique that provides a superior

Vero cells (derived from a monkey) that had been infected with
facility was fit to handle it.

Two weeks before the sample was scheduled to arrive, the

team set about designing the experiment. Great care was taken
to ensure that the processes would be free of bottlenecks or
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most detailed maps of the SARS-CoV-2 genome presented so far.

cell

Within its lipid and protein envelope, the virus holds genetic

Life Cycle of SARS-CoV-2

information in the form of gRNA that is approximately 30,000 base
pairs long.

When we take into account that the human immunodeficiency

SARS-CoV-2

virus (HIV) has roughly 10,000 base pairs in its genome, the gRNA of
SARS-CoV-2 is considerably large.

The gRNA’s role in the infection pathway is to exploit the

ACE2 (receptor)

1

ribosome of the host cell to produce enzymes to replicate itself.

Host cell

Virus entry

5

Virus exit

The enzymes use the gRNA as a mold to generate another strand
of RNA, while also producing many classes of sgRNA. In turn, these
sgRNAs make various proteins that comprise the viral proteins

Paper on the
SARS-CoV-2 RNA
transcriptome
published by the
IBS Center for
RNA Research

of SARS-CoV-2 such as the spikes and the envelopes. These

components act as a protective shield around the gRNA to continue
assembling viral progeny within the host cell.

The Center found that SARS-CoV-2 produces at least nine classes

of sgRNA. Initially, it had been predicted there were ten, but it turned
Genomic RNA

4

(gRNA)

2

Assembly of viral progeny

Protein synthesis

Replication-

transcription

3

complex (RTC)

out that the ORF10 type did not, in fact, express.

The sgRNA discussed here includes those that produce

the process wherever possible, for instance, by using the method of

membrane (M), and the envelope (E). There is also sgRNA that is

The rate and volume at which the world’s scientific community

four structural proteins: the nucleocapsid (N), the spike (S), the

translated into accessory proteins (ORF3a, ORF6, ORF7a, ORF7b,

continues to produce SARS-CoV-2 research are staggering. It reflects

The discovery of intriguing chemical modifications in the viral

explain this level of interest. Chang explained how this is impacting

ORF8) that play supportive roles.

RNA replication

RNA was a newly discovered phenomenon. The researchers

observed these modifications on at least 41 locations on the RNA.
“Comparing against appropriate controls allowed us to accurately

tr
an
sc
r

S

ip
tio
n

3a

E

M
6
7a
7b

Spike protein (S)

explained.

Envelope protein (E)

8
N

Protein synthesis

Membrane protein (M)
Nucleocapsid protein (N)

dead-ends in all areas, from the actual experiment itself to even

time could be calculated in an exponentially smaller unit:

sample was received, the sequencing was complete. The Center

informed that a panel of experts for the peer review of the paper

the setup of equipment. As a result, just three days after the
was able to publish its findings in Cell on April 23rd, 2020.

The impressive speed of SARS-CoV-2 sequencing seemed

to translate even into the publication of the team’s paper in

four minutes. The blistering pace continued as the team was
had been brought together even before the manuscript had
been officially submitted to the journal.

this esteemed journal. It is customary for researchers to email

The world’s most detailed genome map of SARS-CoV-2

usually takes about four or five days, this time the response

The findings delivered by the Center are considered to be one of the

the journal’s editor to gauge their interest. While the response
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confirm that chemical modifications had occurred on the RNA,” Kim

the shared sense of emergency and a shared destiny, which can
the Center’s long-term trajectory: “RNA viruses have really been
making their presence known, lately. This means that the Center will

continue to keep a keen eye upon this field, not just SARS-CoV-2, but
also virus research in general.”

The battle against the virus continues
Chemical modifications in RNA are known to enable the virus to

사이언스
일러스트 동아

RN
A

Subgenomic RNA (sgRNA) synthesis (9 classes)

infecting human-derived lung cells with SARS-CoV-2

evade the immune system of the host cell. However, since this is not
always the case, additional research is needed.

Fur ther re search will allow f iner details about the se

modifications to emerge. The ultimate goal is to disclose the way
in which RNA modifications influence the lifecycle of SARS-CoV-2,

thereby identifying its weaknesses. These future findings could very
well turn the tide in the ongoing battle against the virus and bring
the world closer to developing a treatment and a vaccine.

Admittedly, this is foraying into research territory that is notorious

for stymying the best scientists. “When researchers undertake a

project to generate a clear and detailed profile of the chemical
modification in the RNA, all bets are off,” says Kim, though adding

that “we are constantly testing new approaches and accelerating

Related paper

Dongwan Kim et al., “The Architecture of SARS-CoV-2 Transcriptome”, Cell,
2020, DOI: 10.1016/j.cell.2020.04.011
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Center for Nanoparticle Research

Ever y nanochemistr y researcher is well aware of cer tain
technologies that are considered “holy grails” in the field.

3D structures of platinum nanoparticles

One of these is atom-scale 3D imaging of nanoparticles. Since
the arrangement and interaction of ever y single atom of a

Peering into the atomic arrangement
3D Photo IDs for nanoparticles

nanoparticle impact its property, even the slightest change

could potentially reduce the catalytic activity of a nanoparticle,
influence the color purit y of a display, or other physical
properties.

The resolution of imaging these nanoparticle can also impact

research. Conventionally, scientists worked with microscopy

techniques that produced images of nanoparticles mostly at
a resolution of several nanometers (1 nanometer (1nm) = one-

billionth of a meter). But if we want to observe the hydrogen

X

atom, the smallest atom with a diameter of roughly 0.05 nm,

KIM Byung Hyo

then we need a more powerful imaging tool with several tens of

Researcher, IBS Center
for Nanoparticle Research

times greater resolving capability than what we have now.

PARK Jungwon

Participating Professor,
IBS Center for Nanoparticle
Research

This limitation was resolved through the combined effort of

the IBS Nanoparticle Research Center – which I am affiliated
with – Monash Universit y in Australia, and the Lawrence

The IBS Center for Nanoparticle Research captures atomic-resolution 3D images
of nanoparticles in solution contained inside a graphene liquid cell.

Rotating nanoparticles inspire scientists

technique requires a vacuum environment and long exposure

Broadly speaking, when we talk of high-resolution imaging of 3D

environment encountered by the nanoparticles. This making it

two techniques: the single-particle cr yogenic transmission
electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) and electron tomography (ET).

of the sample the harsh electron beam, which is not a typical

almost impossible for ET to accurately image the structures of
nanoparticles in their native state.

In recognition of these limitations, the Center internally

Cryo-TEM enables the observation of the 3D structures of

developed a liquid cell that can hold trace amount s of a

are placed on an electron microscopy grid and flash frozen,

transmission electron microscopy is then used to observe the

biomolecules such as proteins. First, copies of the sample
making each of proteins been positioned differently. Then

images of these copies are taken, and the results are stitched
together using an algorithm to generate a 3D image. The team
that developed this method was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry in 2017.

solution in which nanoparticles are suspended. The liquid-cell
movement of these nanoparticles. In contrast to a vacuum,

nanoparticles in aqueous environments maintain structural

states that are almost identical to those observed in a natural
setting.

Then, in the summer of 2018, the researchers at the Center

Unfor tunately, it is dif f icult for cr yo-TEM to visualize

discovered that nanopar ticles were rotating inside these

derived from the same biomolecule specimen, the structure

was to generate a 3D image of the atomic arrangement by

nanopar ticles. As long as the samples for microscopy are
is uniform. This is not the case for nanoparticles. Even when
Researcher, IBS Center
for Nanoparticle Research

Y

Berkeley National Laboratory in the United States.

atomic structures of substances we usually discuss the following

HEO Junyoung

Z

produced by the same chemical reaction, the atomic structure

and other characteristics of each nanoparticle at the atomic
level are subtly different.

In the same vein, the ET technique also becomes difficult

liquid cells. The idea that transpired from this realization
capturing and assembling a continuous series of images of the

nanoparticle’s instantaneous rotation. This could very well be
the 3D photo ID of a nanoparticle that was long sought after by
the field.

Next, the researchers devised a method to realize atomic

to utilize for nanoparticles. This method captures images of

resolution microscopy. The key was graphene, a material

generates a 3D image from this data. It must be noted that the

this material, the scientists built a cell in which a nanoparticle

one sample from multiple angles to image the structure, then

made of carbon atoms in a layer that is less1 nm thin. Using
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containing solution can be secured inside to make atomic
resolution imaging possible.

Generating a 3D photo ID for nanoparticles

A trace amount of a solution with suspended nanoparticles
is held between graphene layers to visualize atomicresolution 3D images of rotating nanoparticles using liquid
cell transmission electron microscopy.

Big data powered algorithm delivers the 3D image
The Center produced a 400-frames-per-second quality recording of a

Graphene

freely rotating platinum (Pt) nanoparticle which had been produced

inside the solution. The resulting data included thousands of still
images. Using an algorithm powered by big image data processing

that the Center also developed internally, the researchers traced the

directional orientation of these images and derived a 3D image of the

nanoparticle’s structure using this information.

When this result was compared to what the researchers knew to

be the real dimensions of a platinum nanoparticle, the error was no

greater than 19 pm (1 picometer (1 pm) = one trillionth of a meter).

Platinum’s lattice constant (inter-atomic distance in a crystal structure)
In addition, new and intriguing nanoparticle properties were also

discovered. What had been judged to be regularly shaped platinum

nanoparticles at lower resolutions revealed irregularity upon closer

conditions, the size and crystallographic traits were different in each

The findings of the IBS Center for Nanoparticle Research regarding the atomicresolution 3D imaging technique for nanoparticles were publishedasa cover
article of Science.

along a consistently ordered crystallographic arrangement, while

imaged nanoparticle structures that are much closer to reality.

examination. Even for nanoparticles produced under the same set of

particle. There were single-crystalline nanoparticles that were formed
there were also poly-crystalline nanoparticles formed with multiple

Rotating

nanoparticles in
the liquid cell

domains whose crystallographic axes had different orientations. The
size difference between nanoparticles was also different in a range

between two to three nanometers. The findings were published in
Science as a cover article, on April 3rd, 2020.

Accurately imaging the 3D structure of nanoparticles at the atomic

scale serves as the foundation upon which research into the physical

Liquid cell transmission
electron microscopy

and chemical properties of nanoparticles can take place. This research,

in turn, allows enhanced application of nanoparticles. For instance,

At the moment, the Center is in the process of preparing the big data

algorithm to be released for free use so that the technique developed

here can be applied in a wider range of fields. In addition, while this
research effort analyzed only platinum nanoparticles, the Center now

has plans to study more nanoparticles composed of other elements.

For such groundbreaking research to continue, close collaboration

among the researchers in the fields of nanoscience, imaging and

processing, and big data algorithm development is critical.

scientists can now calculate the activity of the nanoparticles when they

are employed in catalyst reactions as well as the optical properties of a
quantum dot.

What the researchers feel particularly proud of is that their findings

have successfully bridged the gap that had long existed between
theory and application in the field of nanoparticle research. Up

Written by PARK Jungwon

Professor Park received his Ph.D. in Chemistry from the University of
California at Berkeley in 2012 and was a research fellow at Harvard

University until 2016. His career at the Institute of Basic Science began in

September of 2016. He is also affilicated with the School of Chemical and

until now, because it was impossible to accurately visualize the true

Biological Engineering in Seoul National University as an associate professor

of nanoparticle structures calculated by theoretical nanoscience. As a

materials. jungwonpark@snu.ac.kr

structure of a nanoparticle, the researchers used mathematical models

result, it was not uncommon to discover that analysis of nanoparticles

based on these predictions of ten did not coincide with the

nanoparticles’ real behavior and properties. From this point forward,
our hope is that nanoparticle research will be based on accurately
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Science

Nanoparticles

is in the hundreds of picometers, making this error insignificantly small.

where he researches in-situ analytical techniques for nanomaterials, liquid

cell transmission electron microscopy development, and 3D structures of
Related paper

Byung Hyo Kim et al., “Critical differences in 3D atomic structure
of individual ligand-protected nanocrystals in solution”, Science, 2020,
DOI: 10.1126/science.aax3233
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Endeavor to build quantum computers for practical use in the
real world can be described as nothing less than herculean. The

Measuring the quantum distance in solids
a tantalizingly veiled physical quantity

basic units of information processing in these computers are
known as a qubit which is a quantum mechanical superposition

The 2D structure of the
Kagome lattice

Electron energy distribution
responding to momentum in
the Kagome lattice

of two states represented by 0 and 1. Quantum computers so far

Parabolic bands

have not been able to move beyond the scale of tens of qubits.

Complicating things further, there was no way of gauging the

reliability of the systems by quantifying the amount of data
corruption during information processing or communication.

in solids, which may resolve such issues. Quantum distance
refers to the distance between two quantum states. If the wave
functions of two quantum states are the same, the quantum

YANG Bohm-jung

Participating Professor,
IBS Center for Correlated
Electron Systems

distance becomes 0, while wave functions in an orthogonal
(perpendicular) relationship can be signified as the maximum

distance 1. Quantum distance is an important indicator of a
quantum computer’s reliability, since changes in the quantum
distance during information processing negatively impacts
reliability.

Far from the glitz of mainstream quantum research
The common perception of an atom’s struc ture involves
RHIM Jun-won

Researcher, IBS Center
for Correlated Electron Systems

electrons travelling around positively charged protons in

circular orbit s. But quantum mechanic s teaches us that

electron movement is actually not as simple. An electron exists

y
m dir
om ec
en tion
tu
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The IBS Center for Correlated Electron Systems presented

the world’s first method of measuring the quantum distance

Energy

IBS

Flat bands

x direction momentum

The IBS Center for Correlated Electron Systems found that when a magnetic field is
applied to a material displaying both energy zones that are constant despite electron
momentum changes (flat bands), along with energy zones that do change (parabolic
bands), the energy of the flat bands shows spread into varied regions. The Kagome
lattice is a good example of such material.

The Hall Effect

When a magnetic field is applied perpendicularly to the direction of the
electric charge flow inside a conductor or a semiconductor, the Hall effect is
observed wherein the generated electric potential difference is perpendicular
to both the flow of charged particles (electric current) and the magnetic field.

as a cloud surrounding the nucleus of the atom, and acts like

waves spread over a wide region. To determine the state of the
electron, researchers must first figure out the shape of the wave

at Seoul National University who led the quantum distance

When an electron’s wave function is plotted in a three-

In contrast, the field of quantum distance research is not

function.

research team.

dimensional energy-momentum space, the results appear

a widely studied area. Scientists suspected that quantum

sphere. These shapes can be further characterized by the values

the consensus had always tentatively converged on the belief

to form three dimensional shapes such as a cone, a ring, or a

signifying curvature and the quantum distance, which ultimately
determine the physical properties of solid substances.

The curvature of the wave function is also called the Berry

curvature, after the British scientist Michael Berry, who first

distance also affects some physical properties of materials, but
that it is hard to directly measure this distance.

Clues hidden in energy spread phenomena

presented the concept in 1980. It is still a highly researched

Yang and his team focused on the energy bands in solids. These

properties of materials, such as electrical polarization and

energy of electronic wave functions in materials. If energy does

topic to this day. “The Berry curvature directly affects certain
the Hall effect. The relationship between the Berry curvature
and the physical properties of material substances has been

mathematically well established,” explains Dr. YANG Bohm-

Jung, a professor in the Department of Physics and Astronomy

bands show the relationship between the momentum and
not change when momentum is varied, it is referred to as a flat
energy band. If the energy changes in response to momentum

variations, it is defined as a parabolic energy band. A typical

solid will have almost incalculable numbers of energy bands
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intricately intertwined with one another.

What caught the attention of the team was the band structure

Energy change in electrons when a magnetic field is applied

in many solids. Previous research from Yang’s team had shown
that the wave function at the point where the flat band meets

the parabolic band determines the properties of the flat band.
With magnetic field

This implied that once the characteristics of the flat bands were
known, the hitherto unknown aspects of the wave function
could potentially be investigated.

The researchers created a simulation where a perpendicular

Energy

Energy

Without magnetic field

magnetic field was applied to a solid with flat energy bands. This
resulted in the discovery of a phenomenon in which flat band
energy levels of an electron were spreading into various regions.

In this situation, the extent of energy spreading turned out

to be determined by quantum distance. At 0 quantum distance,

no spreading was observed, while the spreading was greater
in materials with larger quantum distance. The findings were
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Energy

Parabolic bands

x direction momentum

x direction momentum

The energy distribution as a function of electron
momentum in a typical 2D solid is in the shape of a
curve (parabolic energy bands).

x direction momentum

Electron energy change in one direction

A typical solid has an energy distribution in the shape of a continuous curved
surface. When a magnetic field is applied, the energy congregates around
the mean value, and energy distribution changes to display a non-continuous
straight-line forms.
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Energy

The Kagome lattice has both flat bands and parabolic
bands, meaning there are regions where the energy is
constant (flat bands) regardless of the momentum.

With magnetic field
Energy

Energy

Flat bands

quantum distance can also be determined using experimental

observations. “It is difficult to find completely flat bands in
reality, and also the scale of the energy spreading is quite small.

This means that, to measure the quantum distance, we need

geometry, we realized that the results could be interpreted as
the quantum distance,” explained Yang.

The next step for the team is to identify a solid with energy

materials with nearly flat bands whose bandwidth is as small as

bands that are as close to flat as possible to measure the

Yang and his team suggested carbon allotropes with modified

with a measurable quantum distance and test the principle

graphene structures, or materials with the Kagome lattice

structure as potential candidates. As the proposed 2D materials

have small spin-orbit coupling as well as long bond distance,
they can support ideal flat bands with small error in inferring the
quantum distance from energy spreading observations.

Energy level spreading

quantum distance experimentally. “Our goal is to find a material
experimentally. This will mean that we can now properly

quantify a quantum computer’s reliability,” said Yang, giving the
world a glimpse of the team’s future plans and its potentially farreaching effects.

Nobody in the team had predicted that looking into energy
spreading would lead to research in measuring the quantum

x direction momentum

Electron energy change in one direction

x direction momentum

In cases where the energy level of an electron is constant despite changes
in momentum, spreading arises when a magnetic field was applied. What
determines the extent of the spreading is the quantum distance: the greater the
distance, the greater the spreading.

distance. According to the established theories, even when a

magnetic field is applied to a solid with flat bands, the bands will

remain as flat bands that do not show energy level spreading.
Since the discovery of the energy spreading phenomenon went

against the established theory, rigorous verifications which were
stricter than normal tests were performed afterwards.

“Theoretical physicists go through various tests to prove

the accuracy of their calculations. In our process of trying to

understand the simulation results from the perspective of
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The IBS Center for Correlated Electron
Systems were the first in the world to
present a method of measuring the
quantum distance in solid materials,
which was published in Nature.

“Quantum distance, to be measured in experiments”

Parabolic bands

Energy change in electrons on a plane

Since the phenomenon of electron energy level spreading

possible,” said Yang.
Without magnetic field

x direction momentum

reported in Nature, on August 5th, 2020.

Quantum distance can be
used to evaluate quantum
computer reliability.
This image represents a
speculative CPU of a quantum
computer.

can be experimentally observed, the logical conclusion is that

Solids with flat bands

Flat bands

Nature

in which the flat bands met the parabolic bands, which appears

Solids with only parabolic bands

Energy change in electrons on a plane

Pixabay

Related paper

Jun-Won Rhim et al., “Quantum distance and anomalous Landau levels of flat
bands”, Nature, 2020, DOI: 10.1038/s41586-020-2540-1
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Technology that fuses electronic devices to human bodies and

performs monitoring, self-diagnosis, and treatment has become

Pimple sniper: just put a nanopatch on it
Smart contact lenses read stress levels

a trope in Hollywood films. In this fictional world, sensors
implanted in the arm monitor the blood for early detection

of illness, while various rare diseases are easily treated with
nanoscale robots, or nanobots.

We might want to dismiss these as simply products of creative

license - but remember, facts can be stranger than fiction. In

reality, various research in nanomedicine, or the application of

nanotechnology in medicine, is developing treatments that may
seem like science fiction. Electronic devices are being reduced
to the nanoscale (1 nanometer (1 nm) = 1 billionth of a meter),

and the search is on to discover transparent and stretchable

KU Minjae

Researcher, IBS Center for
Nanomedicine

material that can adhere to human tissue.

Two paper s publishe d re cently by the IBS Center for

Nanomedicine contain such remarkable advancements. The
technology described is applicable in our daily lives, making the
research all the more compelling.

LEE Sangil

Researcher, IBS Center
for Nanomedicine

Nanopatch: state-of-the-art skin heating device
The acne patches in the market today attempt to treat the

The transparent nanopatch (left) developed by the IBS Center for Nanomedicine
led by Park. The patch is placed onthe target location (marked with an arrow) on
the skin. The device generates heat when pressure is applied, which has been
shown to have an anti-inflammatory effect.
(Cu) and zirconium (Zr) are arranged in a disorderly fashion.

Compared to typical metals, the substance is far more flexible
and does not rust easily at room temperature. The researchers

turned this metallic glass into a web-like nanofiber to build
electrodes and wireless antennas.

Transparent batteries were also developed in the team’s

lab. Electrolytes were rendered into an ink-like substance

involve applying substances to the affected skin, using a skin

on the components. These batteries were directly connected

heating patch made using nanotechnology.

Heat applied to the skin encourages blood circulation and

metabolism. Inflammation is reduced and collagen molecules

containing silver (Ag) which was printed in lattice-like patterns
to the wireless antennas, thus enabling wireless charging using
smartphones or other external power sources.

A switch was placed between the batteries and the heating

become more active, thereby making the treatment as a whole

component. A light pressure upon the patch after it has adhered

a novel strategy. The hurdle has always been making them

remarkable is that though the nano patch contained all these

more effective. Of course, using skin-heating patches is not
unobtrusive and practical in the everyday life.

The size was the biggest problem. To precisely control

temperature according to the preset time required heater

to the skin will open the switch and generate heat. What is

nanoscale components, the patch was still transparent similar
to typical pimple patches in the market today.

Device per formance was also confirmed through

e le c t r o d e s , b a t te r i e s , e le c t r o ni c c ir c ui t s f o r w ir e le s s

experiments. When the patch was placed on the back of the

keeping this device in position on human skin required the

moisture absorption increased by 1.9 times, while the blood

communication, and many other components. In addition,

Participating Professor,
IBS Center for Nanomedicine

2cm

swelling and redness with antibiotic s and skin-soothing
ingredients. The Center devised a new approach that doesn’t

PARK Jang-Ung

1cm

device to be flexible. Conventional technology fell short in all
these areas.

The Center partnered with the Ulsan National Institute of

Science and Technology (UNIST) in Korea and the Polytechnic

University of Milan in Italy to jointly develop a film-like metallic
glass that resolved these shortcomings. The findings were

hand and turned on to generate heat for about one minute,

flow rate continued to improve over 13 minutes. This showed
that the heating patch could be used for medical purposes.

In fact, the application of this technology can go beyond

medicine. Potential uses range from anti-fog devices in
automobiles, smart home appliances, and thermal clothing.

Like many significant scientific discoveries, the heating patch

reported on May 4th, 2020, in the international scientific journal,

was a product of an unexpected development. A researcher

Metallic glass is an amorphous alloy in which atoms of copper

2018 meeting of the United States Materials Research Society

Nano Letters.

PARK Jangung

IBS

from my lab once gave a talk on transparent electrodes at the
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8th, 2020, in the international scientific journal, Science Advances.

Pimple sniper: skinheating nanopatch

In the modern competitive world, stress is often referred to as

Super condensers

Per volume unit, able to store
10-100 times more power than
conventional condensers
Capsule shell

Electric insulator
Antennas (metallic glass)
The component that orients electric
current toflow in one direction

Nano Letters

the silent killer. If not properly managed, the stress accumulation

The nanopatch was truly practical as it resolved longstanding limitations of skin heating patches, such as
bulky size, and utilized a metallic glass film that made
the patch thin and flexible.

Diodes

Science Advances

Condensers

Often used as batteries for its
ability to store electric charge

Substrate

will negatively affect the immune system and lead to various

illnesses. As of today, someone who wants to quantitatively
measure their stress level has no option but to visit a healthcare

provider. Many would benefit if a more convenient method to
monitor stress levels is developed.

While pondering about the solution to this problem, the

researchers at the Center came up with a hint: tears. Because the
stress hormone cortisol is found in tears, using contact lenses
to quantify stress levels can be possible. To bring this idea into

reality, the Center partnered with Yonsei University and Myoungji
University.

The first move was to use graphene – a honeycomb-like

structure of carbon atoms – to build a transistor structure to amplify
electronic signals. Graphene has been extensively researched as

a potential material for transistor because it is highly conductive,

Stress monitoring smart contact lenses

Cortisol sensors made of graphene and electrodes and
antennas made of silver nanofibers were used to create
contact lenses that read cortisol levels in tears.

transparent, and bendable.
Condensers

The Center fashioned graphene transistors to work as cortisol

Cortisol sensors (graphene)

3D-printed conductive filaments
Electronic registers

Electronic component with
resistance properties

Antennas (silver)

sensors. The transistor’s electric current flow would alter slightly
when cortisol adheres to the surface of the graphene. Measuring
the change in the electric resistance allows for quantification of the

(Left) Paper on stress monitoring smart contact lenses developed
by the Center (Right) Paper reporting the development of a heatgenerating transparent nanopatch.

cortisol levels.

being tested not only in medicine but also in various other

which would serve as electrodes and wireless antennas. Silver

Center was able to prove that sensors could be placed into contact

Silver (Ag) was employed to create a web-like nanofiber

is highly ductile and transparent, making it an ideal material for

contact lenses. After an NFC (near-field communication) chip was
incorporated into the lens to enable wireless communication with

applications such as augmented reality. Through this project, the
lenses and communicate data wirelessly. High tech contact lenses
seen in sci-fi movies may become a reality in the near future.

smartphones, the team used an ultra high precision 3D printing
process to print conductive filaments connecting the sensors,

antennas, the NFC chip, and other parts to bring the smart contact
lens to life.

Using smart lenses is easy. Put them in, then place your

Written by PARK Jang-Ung

(MRS). One of the audiences proposed that we jointly develop a

especially when it came to exchanging samples. But looking

smartphone near your eyes. The silver antennas in the lenses will

Professor Park received his Ph.D. in Materials Science and Engineering in

This particular researcher was affiliated with the Energy

scientific community as a whole probably appreciates the time

which will measure the cortisol levels. The data will be sent by the

University until July, 2010. He taught as an Associate Professor at the School

nanopatch using metallic glass.

Department at the Polytechnic University of Milan, which is

a highly regarded institution in the field of advanced alloys
research. This partnership was the first time the school had
worked with researchers in South Korea.

back today in the middle of the current global pandemic, the

back when sample transfers and networkings with colleague
researchers were not a matter of unthinkable.

use the power from the phone to actuate the graphene sensor
NFC chip to your smartphone, which will display real-time stress
level values.

Experiments show that these lenses performed as designed

Smart contact lenses measure cortisol levels in tears

during normal use by a human subject. Furthermore, the levels

The fact that two Ph.D. candidate researchers successfully led

If we consider skin-heating nanopatches as a therapeutic solution,

deemed to be harmless. To make it even more practical, smart

During the collaboration, there were times when the physical

usage of nanotechnology in diagnostics. The development of smart

Academic collaboration tends to be initiated by professors.

the joint effort made this endeavor much more meaningful.

distance between the two countries acted as a hindrance
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the second technology developed by the Center presents the

contact lenses for real-time stress monitoring was reported on July

of heat and electromagnetic waves generated by the device were
contact lenses have been designed so that it can be stored safely in
lens solutions just like typical contact lenses.

Incorporating smart features into contact lenses is a strategy

2009, at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in the United States.

He was a Postdoctoral Fellow in Chemistry and Chemical Biology at Harvard
of Materials Science and Engineering, in the Ulsan National Institute of

Science and Technology (UNIST) from 2010 to July, 2018. Professor Park is

currently an Associate Professor at the Department of Materials Science and

Engineering at Yonsei University. jang-ung@yonsei.ac.kr
Related paper

Sangil Lee et al., “Integration of Transparent Supercapacitors and Electrodes
Using Nanostructured Metallic Glass Films for Wirelessly Rechargeable, Skin
Heat Patche”, Nano Letters, 2020, DOI: 10.1021/acs.nanolett.0c00869
Minjae Ku et al., “Smart, soft contact lens for wireless immunosensing of
cortisol”, Science Advances, 2020, DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abb2891
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Into the IBS

Center f or Integr ated Nanos tr uc ture Physic s

A good way to visualize gr aphene is to imagine c ar bon

atoms arranged in a honeycomb-like structure that forms
planar sheets. Graphene shows high conductivity along with
outstanding flexibility, earning it its alternate moniker, “a dream

Successfully stacking
four layers of high-quality graphene

material.” Lately, researchers have been taking on the challenge

of stacking this graphene into layers. Multilayer graphene can be

used to enhance device integration density in semiconductors.
Additionally, this type of graphene can control the band gap,

the minimum energy needed for an electric current to flow in a
semiconductor.

In July of 2020, the IBS Center for Integrated Nanostructure

Physics – which I am affiliated with – reported that the lab had

successfully achieved yet another leap in the field of multilayer
graphene by developing a robust method of obtaining four-layer
graphene. Large-area graphene with an area up to tens or even

LEE Younghee

hundreds of square centimeters can now be produced using this

Director, IBS Center
for Integraed Nanostructure Physics

method.

Duong Dinh Loc

Researcher, IBS Center
for Integraed Nanostructure
Physics

Finding the alloy with high carbon solubility

mixing nickel (Ni) and copper (Cu) will do the job? It only stacked

up to two layers of graphene, clearly showing its limit. It was
obvious that a new metal had to be identified if the field was to
produce graphene with more than three layers.

Our team experimented with various alloys that could

potentially produce multilayer graphene. More specifically, the

graphene. Simply pressing a piece of adhesive tape to graphite

carbon solubility property of a copper (Cu) substrate. After many

Physically exfoliating one single layer of graphite results in

methods cannot be used to produce uniform and large-area
graphene.

search was for some hypothetical metal that could enhance the
attempts, a suggestion was made to experiment with silicon(Si)
that combine well with carbon.

Next, the researchers had to devise a plan to create an alloy

The synthesis of graphene with large dimensions demands

between silicon (Si) and copper (Cu). A valuable clue in resolving

deposition (CVD) method which is one such process that is most

are used to synthesize graphene, contains silicon. Now, all that

a completely different approach, such as the chemical vapor
widely used.

CVD uses heat or plasma to cause chemicals to evaporate.

The generated vapor is then coated as a thin layer on a surface.

this issue came from recalling that quartz tubes (SiO2), which

the researchers needed was copper (Cu) and a test environment
with a sufficiently high temperature.

The copper (Cu) substrate was placed inside a quartz tube

By placing a metal substrate in a high-temperature setting then

(SiO2) which was heated to 900℃. Then, the silicon in the tube

from the hydrocarbon to create graphene. With hydrocarbons

When a carbon source in the form of methane gas was

injecting hydrocarbons such as methane, carbon is separated

was sublimated to produce a Cu-Si alloy.

thus supplying the carbon, the metal substrate act s as a

injected into the chamber holding the quartz tube (SiO 2 ), a

During this process, the metal’s carbon solubility determines

temperature was raised to 1075℃, copper (Cu) and silicon (Si)

catalyst.

the number of layers of graphene. In copper (Cu) only a small

amount of carbon is dissolved, so carbon forms a graphene
monolayer on its surface. In contrast, high carbon solubility in
Student researcher, IBS Center
for Integraed Nanostructure Physics

The IBS Center for Integrated Nanostructure Physics had succeed to obtaining
four-layer graphene with high quality. Using the synthetic method they created,
multilayer graphene can be produced in a large-area.

The simplest method of graphene production involves graphite.

then lifting it off can also produce pieces of graphene. But these

LEE Sang Hyub

Pixabay

IBS

nickel (Ni) means more carbon atoms are produced, leading to
multilayer graphene.

Nickel(Ni) does produce multilayer graphene. However, the

number of layers of such a multilayer graphene is not uniform,

making it hard to synthesize high quality graphene. Perhaps

uniform layer of silicon-carbon (Si-C) was produced. When the
sublimated away, leaving behind carbon atoms that had formed
bonds amongst themselves, thus becoming a nucleus. This

nucleus in turn grew into a uniform layer of graphene. At last,
the team had succeeded in creating multilayer graphene with
uniform layers using a copper-silicon (Cu-Si) alloy with enhanced
carbon solubility.

The beauty of this method is that graphene layers can be

controlled with methane. When more methane is present, the
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The production of a Cu-Si alloy at 900℃

The copper (Cu) substrate was placed inside a quartz tube (SiO2)
which was heated to 900℃. The silicon in the tube sublimated to
produce a Cu-Si alloy

2

Si

the production of silicon-carbon layer at 900℃

When methane gas – a carbon source – was injected into the
chamber holding the quartz tube (SiO2), a uniform layer of
silicon-carbon (Si-C) was produced.

1cm

C

CH4

1cm

1

nature

Cu

The synthetic method of uniform multilayer graphene

One layer
methane
0.01%

Four layers
methane
0.1%

Two layers
methane
0.03%

Three layers
methane
0.06%

The synthetic method of
multilayer graphene which
was made by the IBS Center
for Integrated Nanostructure
Physics were published in the
international scientific journal,
Nature Nanotechnology, on July
27th.

The synthetic method of graphene which was made by the IBS Center for
Integrated Nanostructure Physics can increase the number of layers by
controlling the concentration of methane. the picture is singlelayer and
multilayer graphene on the silicon wafer.
amount of carbon supplied is greater, resulting in more layers

form of a copper film deposited upon a sapphire substrate. High

generated at 0.01% methane, two layers at 0.03%, three layers

happened, the experiment had to be restarted. To prevent this, the

of graphene. The team determined that a single layer was

3

The formation of a graphene seed
crystl at 1075℃

When the temperature was raised to 1075℃, copper (Cu) and
silicon (Si) sublimated away, leaving behind carbon atoms that
had formed bonds amongst themselves, thus becoming a seed
crystal.

4

The completion of graphene stack layers

Graphene seed crystal gradually grows into a uniform graphene

at 0.06%, and four layers at 0.1%. These findings were published

in the international scientific journal, Nature Nanotechnology,
on July 27th, 2020.

Large-area graphene synthesis is made possible

Copper and silicon sub lination
Carbon adsorption

The significance of this research is that the team was the first in
the world to successfully produce four layers of graphene using a

copper-silicon (Cu-Si) alloy. In addition, this novel method explored

the intriguing approach of synthesizing the alloy in the same

quartz tubes will be able to synthesize large-area graphene of up to
tens to hundreds of square centimeters.

While the team was relieved that their efforts have succeeded,

the whole endeavor required two arduous years of intense research

and experimentation. The hellish heat needed to sublimate silicon

(Si) has oxidized the quartz tube, and there were times when the

tube had become so corroded that the inside was no longer visible.
If nothing else, these solemn physical reminders bear silent witness

to the countless attempts, the grit, and the endurance the team
leveraged to deliver these remarkable results.

The copper (Cu) substrate for the experiments was in the
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upper limit in a calculated and controlled manner.

For the team, the next phase of this epic journey is to research

ways to improve the production method of the copper-silicon (CuSi) alloy. The current way of heating quartz tubes to produce silicon

is not ideal for precisely controlling the ratio of the constituent
metals within the alloy.

Another area to explore is to study the unique phenomena

where various devices and components are involved, hitherto

semiconductor fabs with larger chambers that can hold bigger

1nm

below that temperature so that the researcher can approach the

production could be scaled up to semiconductor wafer dimensions.
to produce larger dimensions, the researchers predicted that

The number of layers of graphene varies depending on the concentration of methane gas to be injected.

film, then build a hierarchy of intermediate temperature levels

stemming from the practical usage of multilayer graphene. When

Though the equipment in the team’s lab could not attempt

the result of Synthesis

team had to determine the upper temperature limit of the copper

chamber where the graphene is produced.

Furthermore, this method of high-quality multilayer graphene

5

temperatures often led to the peeling of the film. Each time this

this novel material is applied to semiconductors or electric circuits
unseen physical phenomena might be observed. So the world of
multi-layer graphene continues to beckon with its still undiscovered
nooks and crannies.

Written by LEE Sang Hyub

Lee graduated (BA) from the School of Advanced Materials Science &

Engineering at Sungkyunkwan University in 2014. From March of the same
year he has been a student researcher at the IBS Center for Integrated

Nanostructure Physics as part of his combined MA-PhD program that

is focused on methods of growing graphene using the chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) method. tkdguq91@skku.edu
Related paper

Van Luan Nguyen, Dinh Loc Duong, Sang Hyub Lee., “Layer-controlled singlecrystalline graphene film with stacking order via Cu–Si alloy formation”, Nature
nanotechnology, 2020, DOI: 10.1038/s41565-020-0743-0
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Viewpoint

Good ev aluations make good science

How to define
qualitative evaluations

The Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST) operates

the contributions of research to related fields.

database contains information about failed research

be enough to be felt by researchers. In April this year,

Details of unsuccessful projects are normally not shared

researchers, government officials, and relevant institutions

a unique system called the Failure Knowledge DB. This
projects and is open to the public.

openly. However, the JSTC complies such data so that

it can use the information as useful criteria in assessing
originality and planning of research proposals in relevant

fields: specifically, the database serves as guidance to find

whether there were similar research project or to assess

how creatively the project overcome the challenges that

However, it remains to s e e whether this shif t will

the Ministr y of Science and ICT conducted a sur vey of

on whether the 3rd Framework Plan for National R&D
Outcome Evaluation (2016-2020) brought substantial

changes to the evaluations system enough for them to see.
The whopping 57.3% of the respondents said “not ver y
much”.

The primary reason for this is the difficulty to put the

thwarted previous efforts.

changes into practice. LEE Seungbok, professor in the

cases. The scale of the data is not that impressive compared

National University, who served as the joint leader of the

The Failure Knowledge DB have complied a total of 20,000

to the total number of research projects carried out in
Japan. However, it is noteworthy as the database provides
objective data for qualitative evaluations.

Greater emphasis on qualitative
evaluations, hardly felt in the Korean
science community
Quantitative criteria include the number of published
articles, the impact factor of each academic journal, and the

number of citations. Qualitative evaluations look into the
creativity and originality of the research and the sincerity of

individual researchers, which cannot be measured with the

Depar tment of Brain and Cognitive Sciences at Seoul

Research System Innovation Planning Group from 2017

to 2018, said, “The lack of review panel pool and time
constraints are major bottlenecks in the implementation

of peer reviews. We must reflect on how to implement the
changes, aside from planning them.”

Peer review is one of the most prevalent qualitative

evaluations. Exper ts in the respective fields evaluate

the originality and creativity of the research and the goal
achievement level, which cannot be measured based
on quantitative indicators. Peer reviews clearly stand

apart from quantitative evaluations as they prioritize the
significance and entire process of the research, rather than
article counts and patents.

quantitative criteria.

There have been consistent calls to introduce qualitative

EU

IBS

evaluations, in addition to quantitative evaluations for

research projects in Korea. The evaluation system for
national R&D projects funded by the government will apply

a more researcher-oriented qualitative evaluation system
next year.

The Ministry of Science and ICT announced the 4th Basic

Plan for Government R&D Performance Evaluation (2021-

2025) in August. The plan details ways to take into account

how much of progress the project has made to accomplish

the initial goal set by its principal investigator and to reflect
the evaluation results in R&D implementation and budget

allocation. Also, intermittent and final evaluation recognize

the value of developments that may not necessarily lead to

desired outcomes, such as the entire research process and

Talks at the 2019 EU Research & Innovation Days. EU runs
the EUevalnet to help researchers to boost their research
capacity by promoting international joint research and
innovations in research evaluation systems.
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thousands of evaluations are to be performed. LEE said, “For

provide guidance for researchers.

Fair and reasonable evaluations are

the same total amount of research expenses, the number

Creating high-quality new knowledge

that the US and Japan. Adjusting the number of projects,

Fostering diffusion of knowledge and open science

of projects carried out in Korea is tens of times higher than

the starting point for good research.

Nine key impact pathways to track progress

on the condition their research budget is properly set, will
allow for the wider introduction of peer review by overseas
top scientists, not to mention of ensuring the successful
operation of the projects.”

Strengthening human capital in 'Research and Innovation(R&I)'

Addressing EU policy priorities through R&I

Delivering benefits & impact R&I missions

Strengthening the uptake of innovation in society

Generation innovation-based growth

backgrounds and working experience with the evaluatee

Six-month long evaluations
in the US and Germany
Focus on both research results and
leadership in Japan

Korea lacks seasoned researchers authorized enough

The journal Nature published the Nature Index 2020 South

six months, during which the evaluation panel interviews

review panel members are likely to have already developed

outcomes and systems. It listed Korea’s Top 50 Institutions

depth.

However, it is not easy to prac tically conduc t peer

reviews. In order to ensure an object assessment, those
who might have any personal ties, such as academic

are excluded from the pool of review panels. Unfortunately,

Korea in May this year, highlighting Korea’s research

to be top scientists in their fields. Worse yet, most of the
personal ties with the evaluatees in their science circles.

(Seoul National University ranking first, followed by KAIST in

LEE explained, “This is why evaluators are screened

behind closed doors and the evaluation schedule is tight.
substantial reviews in many cases.”

Institute for Basic Science (IBS) invite prominent researchers
in their respec tive f ields as a review panel member.
However, this is not the case for the majority of projects

that are granted to individual researchers since it costs
overly too much expense. In Korea, thousands of individual

rather than the scale of individual research institutions
Chairman for Springer Nature in Australia and New Zealand

said during an interview with the Korean press in November

Nature Index 2020
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Max Planck Institute of Biophysics, says, “All developments

that take place throughout the research period are subject

to evaluation, even if outcomes have yet to come out. The
review committee conducts an in-depth review over the
course of six months or longer, and most researchers are
content with this system.”

National Institutes of Health (NIH), the leading research

institution in the US, prioritizes originality in its evaluations
of basic science research. The average evaluation period is

2019, evaluators of 32 countries, including the UK, Germany,
They hold joint conferences t wice a year to exchange
outstanding evaluation cases, discuss what evaluation

methods to apply based on research outcomes, and develop
indicators that enable the evaluation of the potential

influence of respective research projects on areas other than
basic science such as society and environment.

Good evaluations make good science. Shin said, “(The

RIKEN, Japan’s major basic science research institution

well-defined evaluation criteria of the Max Planck Society)

evaluation system after many trials and errors. RIKEN usually

c ur i o s i t y t h r i v e s w i t h n o f ea r o f f a ilur e .” K im a l s o

takes peer review when evaluating principal investigators

actively operating peer review systems from early on. The

The EU shares evaluation information and suppor ts

France, and Switzerland communicate via the EUevalnet.

centered on quantity to evaluation centered on quality.”

research such as the US, Germany, and Japan have been

indicators.

a sufficient evaluation period of six months or longer for

with 100 years of history, succeeded in developing a solid

Indeed, the traditional powerhouses in basic science

evaluations. A case in point is Japan’s Failure Knowledge

communication among evaluators via EUevalnet. As of

2019, “The evaluation system must be enhanced to improve

the quality of research. The world is shifting from evaluation

It is important to put in place mechanisms to cancel

Germany’s Max Planck Society, touted as the world’s

intense evaluations. SHIN Donghyuk, Researcher at the

and the number of published articles. David Swinbanks,

2019 IBS Nature Index.

of the project.”

through 82 top journals among each institution’s total
that emphasizes qualitative aspects in its paper reviews,

evaluations without any confusion.”

DB that boasts big data to serve as qualitative evaluation

leading basic science research organization, also allows

Nature announces the Nature Index to uphold its policy

evaluation criteria, we can prepare for research outcome

about simply evaluating research outcomes. Researchers

author. This represents the Nature Index Normalized system
articles.

Economic
impact

out subjective views of individual evaluators in qualitative

see peer reviews as an opportunity to showcase their vision

designed to measure the por tion of ar ticles published

Societal
impact

LEE Kyungsang, Senior Researcher at the National Cancer

outstanding articles published through 82 authoritative

five years (2015~2019) and the share count of each co-

overseas. Several Korean research institutions such as the

researchers and discusses research outcomes and values in
Institute under NIH, said, “NIH’s peer reviews are not just

natural science journals selected by Nature over the past

One solution is to invite renowned researchers from

Leveraging investments in R&I

the second position and IBS in the third) in this supplement.
The ranking was determined by analyzing the count of

Evaluators are pressed for time and thus unable to give

Creating more and better jobs

Scientific
inpact

EUevalnet

Research outcome evaluations

researchers carry out their projects every year. This means

(PI)’ projects. RIKEN ensures that overseas researchers are
included in the evaluation panel. PI’s T overall capacity to

lead a research institution, such as budgeting, planning,

are what created an environment where researcher’s
emphasized, “Research evaluations provide guidance for
researchers. Fair and detailed evaluations are the starting
point for good research.

and workforce management is subject to assessment, in
addition to research outcomes. KIM Yousoo, a tenured

researcher at RIKEN, said, “As the system clearly defines its
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Rising contact-free research through remote
conferences, online seminars, etc.

Americal Physician Scientists Association

IBS

With Level 2 social distancing implemented nationwide from the end

of August to early October, 88.4% of Korea’s top 100 corporations in
terms of sales had their employees telecommute. This measure was

taken to minimize physical contact as COVID-19 is spread through

exposure to virus-containing respiratory droplets. Business trips and
KRISS

conferences were cancelled and replaced with video conferences. In
the US, major IT corporations such as Google, Amazon, and Facebook

In C O V ID -19 E r a

What has been changed

in the
COVID-19 Era?

“There will be a lot of guidance coming out,
but I think an average person, a healthy young person
might have to wait until 2022 to get a vaccine.”
Soumya Swaminathan, Chief Scientist at the World Health Organization,
projected a prolonged war against the COVID-19 pandemic during a
video briefing at the WHO headquarters on October 14th. Experts at
WHO and National Institutes of Health (NIH) share the view that it will
take at least two years to return to the norm we enjoyed before the
outbreak of COVID-19. As it appears unavoidable that we will live with
COVID-19 for the time being, IBS Research took stock of how the novel
virus has changed our daily lives and the front lines of research.

have kept their employees working from home for several months.

Telecommuting is anticipated to become even more prevalent in

2021. Enterprise Technology Research (ETR), an American primary

technology market research firm, conducted a survey on 1,200 CIOs

of multinational companies and projected that the percentage of

permanent telecommuters will increase to 34.4% in 2021 from 16.4%
in the pre-COVID-19 days.

With more workers converting to telecommuting, contact-free

cooperation using video conference systems and cloud platforms

continues to expand. The daily count of users of Zoom, a video

conference service provider, increased 30 times from 10 million in

December 2019 to 300 million this year.

The Institute for Basic Science (IBS) joined in the contact-free trend

in earnest by initiating the establishment of a video conference room
at its headquarters. LEE Kyooyoung, a research fellow of the IBS
Center for Genomic Integrity, said, “We strictly adhered to all measures

and guidelines, limiting the allowed number of staff members to 50%

The overall cost for holding the seminar was reduced by about 60%.

sure to wear masks for face-to-face meetings and replace offline

the movement to go digital. Division of Fluid Dynamics of APS decided

during the implementation of Level 2.5 social distancing. We make

meetings with video meetings.”

The Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science established

After witnessing this success, the divisions of APS rapidly joined in

to stage its seminar online in June instead of offline in Chicago

on November 22. KIM Hoyoung, Professor in the Department of

its Virtual Lab around nine themes, from safety to materials,

Mechanical Engineering at Seoul National University, who attends the

researchers to share data and hold contact-free meetings based on

the registration fee went down and no additional expenses for flight

semiconductors, and quantum research. The Virtual Lab enables

cloud computing.

Joint international research projects are also being performed in

a contact-free manner. On April 20th, Amazon Web Services (AWS),
which is the world’s largest cloud service provider, launched CORD-

seminar, said, “More students are now able to attend the seminar as
tickets, etc., are required. Time constraints are no longer an issue as

multiple sessions can be accessed simultaneously.”

Online seminars do have their own limitations. For example, they

fail to fulfill an important purpose of an academic society, which is to

19 Search, a new search website designed to help researchers

help participants weave a close network with one another. KIM said,

Academic seminars are also taking place online. The American

networking with researchers from around the world, 40 % for taking

conveniently and easily share COVID-19-related data.

Physical Society (APS) staged its spring seminar online for three days

from April 18th. It drew more than 7,000 participants, a fourfold increase

compared to the previous year. The online seminar received positive

responses. All participants, including graduate school students, were

able to freely submit questions, and it was easy to document the Q&As.
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Jacelyn Peabody Lever of the University of Alabama at
Birmingham, goes virtual for the American Physician Scientists
Association annual meeting (top). PARK Hyunmin, President of
the Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science, is greeting
the lab participants online at the Virtual Lab launching ceremony
held on September 3 (below).

“Those attending seminars may want to spend 60% of their time

lectures,” shedding light on the future direction that online seminars
should take.

An increasing number of domestic organizations are choosing to

hold online meetings and events instead of continuing to postpone

their schedules. The online academic seminar held by the Korea
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The popularity of open-access archive sites
for electronic preprints has surged this year.
The number of COVID-19-related articles
posted on medRxiv as of November 6th
reached 8,351.

digital media company, 110-150 COVID-19-related articles are being

8351

IBS

Number of COVID-19-related articles
found on open-access archive sites

submitted to The New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) every day

alone. Jennifer Zeis, Director of Communications and Media Relations
at NEJM, said, “The article review process, which normally takes
weeks, has been shortened to less than 48 hours.”

Archive sites where articles can be posted without undergoing

peer review such as bioRxiv and medRxiv continue to enjoy growing

popularity. Downloads on such archive sites surged more than 100
times compared to the pre-COVID-19 days.

Research papers submitted to these archive sites are verified

2549

2652

through reviews posted as comments. They may not be as

authoritative as articles peer-reviewed for months in the formal
sense, but they surely contribute to helping researchers easily access

335

and share data to advance the resolution of the pandemic. As of

November 6th, articles dealing with COVID-19 and SARS-CoV-2 posted
on medRxiv have reached a total of 8,351, which is an incredible

amount considering that research on the novel virus first started in
January this year.

Medical Association on September 20th under the theme of COVID-19
was accessed simultaneously by over 4,000 users, recording the

NAM Jaehwan, Professor in the Department of Life Sciences at

the Catholic University of Korea, said, “Vaccine developers, etc.,

The Data Science Group of the IBS Pioneer Research Center for Mathematical and
Computational Sciences performed a fact check on COVID-19-related rumors and
released the results as an extension of the “Facts above Rumors” campaign aimed
at preventing the spread of fake news.

Scan the QR code

to access the ‘Facts

above Rumors’

campaign website.

tend to post their preclinical trial results on such archives in the

HONG Jinpyo, Professor in the Department of Psychiatry at Samsung

Research Center for Mathematical and Computational Sciences,

seminars this year.

possible. However, there are submissions dealing with COVID-19

COVID-19 patients tend to experience an increase in cortisol, a stress

to be exposed to fake news. The data was compiled based on over

support guidelines of the Detailed Criteria for Temporary Support

unquestioningly.”

highest participation rate among all domestically staged academic
The Ministry of Health and Welfare established the online seminar

of Online Academic Seminars in August in association with Korea

form of preprint to share data with other researchers as soon as

that lack meaningful data, and we should avoid accepting them

Medical Center, said, “Psychological isolation can affect hormones.
hormone.”

It was proven through animal experiments that forced distancing

changes levels of oxytocin, dubbed “the love hormone”. Oxytocin,

Research themes in the spotlight during
the COVID-19 era

released when people bond socially.

COVID-19 has shed new light on some research themes, and the

discovered that oxytocin neurons were activated in a mouse when

example. Based on an article released in September by the Korean

neurons located in the hypothalamus release oxytocin. However,

around the globe continue to release their research results on this

as a social issue with many Korean people, regardless of age,

were separated and could only watch and hear noises made by each

article publication.

COVID-19.

drastically reduced. It normally took months or even years for a

article published in Trends in Cognitive Sciences in September that

Pharmaceutical and Bio-Pharma Manufacturers Association, Korean
Research-Based Pharma Industry Association, and Korea Medical
Devices Industry Association.

COVID-19 leads to a research paradigm shift
SARS-CoV-2, which causes COVID-19, is a novel virus. Academic circles

unprecedented virus. This has initiated a paradigm shift in scientific
For example, the time spent on reviewing articles has been

researcher to complete and post an article. The researcher first

submitted the paper outlining its purpose, process, conclusion,

and significance to an academic journal, and the academic journal

conducted a peer review of the paper to confirm whether the research

was trustworthy and significant. The paper could not be published in

the journal unless approved in a peer review.

However, this has changed with the torrent of COVID-19-related

research results pouring out. According to Vox Media, an American

psychological changes triggered by social distancing are a leading

Society of Traumatic Stress Studies, the Corona Blues have emerged

announced that people in countries with lower GDPs are more likely
200 sets of COVID-19-related fake news collected from SNS sites of

different countries.

The team led by CHA found that the quality and credibility of

which produces contractions of the womb during child birth, is

information exposed to users in developing countries are low, while

Valery Grinevich, Professor at Heidelberg University in Germany,

information. While only 16.7% of online users in advanced countries

coming into physical contact with an unknown mouse. Oxytocin

in developing countries such as Niger and Mozambique believed the

the oxytocin neurons of the two mice were not activated when they

the people of such countries are more susceptible to believe such

such as the US and Sweden believed the fake news to be real, 33.3%
fake news.

Countries that lack infrastructure are more vulnerable to the

damage inflicted by such an infodemic (a rapid spread of inaccurate

displaying an increased level of depression after the outbreak of

other. The papaer was published in the July 27th issue of Nature

information and vicious rumors via online and offline media). CHA

A research team at Oxford University of the UK pointed out in an

Research on fake news that has spread along with the pandemic is

of rumors. Many were aware of the 5G conspiracy theory, and only

Neuroscience.

also drawing much attention. Conspiracy theories such as “vegans are

10% trusted it. However, although the reach of the rumor that a

viral via SNS sites. To curb the spread of fake news, WHO is operating

trusting it.”

social distancing may take a toll on people of all ages, from infants

not infected” and “the virus is spreading via the 5G network” are going

compromise hormonal homeostasis, the connectivity and functions of

a fact check site named Mythbusters.2

to the elderly. According to the team, insufficient social bonding can

neurons, and resistance to diseases.1

Social distancing brings hormonal changes to the human body.

1 Robin I.M. Dunbar et al., “The Neurobiology of Social Distance”, Trends in
Cognitive Sciences, 2020, DOI: 10.1016/j.tics.2020.05.016

explained, “People show different levels of trust for different contents

vaccination would lead to infertility was low, 25% turned out to be

CHA Meeyoung, CI of the Data Science Group of the IBS Pioneer

2 Valery Grinevich et al., “Social touch promotes interfemale

communication via activation of parvocellular oxytocin neurons”, Nature
Neuroscience, 2020, DOI: 10.1038/s41593-020-0674-y
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News

and how far-reaching their influence can be. She

shaped cell clumping during an experiment that

also presented some strategies to rapidly emerge

involves inducing differentiation in neural stem

as an influencer by analyzing cases of recognized

cells through the expression of certain genes.

influencers. Her strategies can provide new

CHA meeyoung

CI, the Data Science Group of the IBS Pioneer
Research Center for Mathematical and
Computational Sciences

CHA Meeyoung, CI of the Data Science
Group, is selected as the winner of the
Test of Time Award by the American

(HONG Jinhe e, CHO Yonghye on, and CHO

social network platforms.

Sp e c tr os cop y and D ynamic s), which is a

as a post-doctoral researcher at Germany’s

of zebraf ish using confocal laser scanning

seeking to select influencers to advertise on
Cha per formed this project while ser ving

Max Planck institute. Cha said, “Although social

Conference on Web and Social Media (ICWSM
2020), which was held online on June 8th.

ICWSM has selected the winners of its annual

my research has remained influential over so

Viewers were received online using VR in order

Her article entitled “Measuring User Influence in

to adhere to social distancing guidelines that

cited 3,669 times as of this day.

the winners was conducted by online voting, in

fallacy”, which states that the number of followers

were imposed due to COVID-19. The selection of

which the viewers could participate until June

30th, 2020. By adding up the scores from internal

screening (up to 70 points) and online voting

2st Bonfire in the Brain
adjusts the ratio of oxygen to dye molecules

in the solution. The frequency generator and
speaker played the role of a paintbrush.

The second place winners were Bonfire in

the Brain by AHN Jihoon, a researcher at the

and has recorded 1,660 citations. Only 0.025% of

and shares them with the public. All Korean

more than 1,000 times.

individual or as a team of no more than five. Up to

for the industrial application of the heat-up

and each submission must be captured by the

all articles in the chemistry field have been cited

HYEON Taeghwan, the Director of the IBS Center
for Nanoparticle Research and Chair Professor

at Seoul National University, was included in the

2020 Citation Laureates by Clarivate Analytics.

He was recognized for his contributions towards

Hyeon also developed the original technology

process. In his research published in Nature

Materials in 2004 (3,000 citations), he proposed

the globe. The technology of mass-producing

Hye on s aid, “I lef t behind my pre vious

stemmed from his research.

studies and entered the newly emerging field of

nanoscience when I was appointed as a professor

provider, announced 24 Citation Laureates in

methods to assess the influence of users on

were selected.

IBS Center for RNS Research. The former was

economics on September 23th. They were selected

made possible thanks to my students and fellow

a Brush of Sound by HWANG Ilha, a researcher at

mouse in high resolution using fluorescent

citation frequency ranks

and the research environment which have

This photo was captured while conducting an

meningeal lymphatic vessels. The blood vessels

of all re searcher s, in

over a long period.”

the oxidation re spons e of clear blue dye

and macrophages in red. The lymphatic vessels

social network platforms. Cha analyzed 1.96325

billion follow links and 1.75592 billion tweets
posted by 54.98 million Twitter users. At the
time, her attempt to analyze such a vast network

The first place winner was Picture Painted with

the IBS Center for Self-Assembly and Complexity.

was praised as an exceptional research, and

experiment that involves selectively controlling

from her work.

molecules using sound. Sound from the speaker

defining how long influencers can remain active

pattern dissolves ox ygen within the air and

thousands of follow-up studies have stemmed
Through her research, she succeeded in
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creates a wave pattern on the plate, and this

captured while obser ving the meninges of a

physics, chemistry, physiology and medicine, and
from those whose

staining while maintaining the structure of the

among the top 0.01%

are rendered in green and the lymphatic vessels

addition to having made

appear to propagate in a vibrant, energetic fashion.
The latter was shot using microscopy when the

researchers coincidentally obser ved a heart-

HYEON Taeghwan
Director, IBS Center
for Nanoparticle

at Seoul National Universit y. That decision
finally paid off 20 years later. This honor was
scientists who have helped me along my journey

allowed me to continue research in a single field
Including Hyeon, three IBS researchers have

innovative contributions

been selected as Citation Laureates. The other

Since the inception of

Center for Nanomaterials and Chemical Reactions

to their respective fields.
this list in 2002, as many

through online open voting (up to 30 points). The

research labs but also at industrial centers around

IBS Center for Vascular Research, and Eruption
of Emotions by PARK Sejin, a researcher at the

The first selection process involves internal

method for synthesizing nanoparticles in not only

(up to 30 points), first (one entry), second (two
entries), and third (three entries) place winners

contestants themselves.

internal screening focuses on the artistic, popular,

The heat-up process is being used as a standard

potential of the message. The research was based
on the comparison of diverse measurement

three entries per contestant may be submitted,

1,000 times lower than the existing methods.

nanopar ticles by a factor of 1,000 at a cost

which allows for a mass synthesis of uniformly

Clarivate Analytics, a global information service

citizens are qualified to participate, both as an

screening (up to 70 points) and the second

quantum dots for QLED T Vs in desired sizes

sized nanoparticles.

during the research process as photos and videos

the method of increasing the production of

advancing the field of nanoparticle application
through the development of the heat-up process,

Art in Science, launched in 2015 to promote

the convergence bet ween science and ar t,

receives artistically inspiring moments captured

Man stepping into the extremely microscopic

as a 2020 Citation Laureate

from September 23rd to November 6th.

synthesize uniformly sized nanoparticles. The

research result was published in JACS in 2001

Director HYEON Taeghwan is selected

The 18 entries of the 5th IBS Art in Science

them are the six winners of this 5th round.

cer tain genes into insec t cells; and Starr y

under gradually increasing temperatures. This

Quantum (NAM Sinjae of the IBS Center for

microscopy.

The winners of the 5th IBS Art in Science were

her research work published on ICWSM in 2010.

is not necessarily correlated with the viral

IBS called for entries for the 6th IBS Art in Science

quantum wor ld using s c anning tunneling

Science Contest are selected

have been on display since December, among

Her research described the “million follower

and treatment. In 2001, he developed the heat-up

Quantum Nanoscience) features the scene of Ant-

The winners of the 5th IBS Art in

a continued influence in academia over an

Twitter: The Million Follower Fallacy” has been

The 6th IBS Art in Science contest is held

various fields from solar cells to cancer diagnosis

was the first instance of a method that can

announced.

extended period of time. Cha was recognized for

synthesize nanoparticles, which can be utilized in

Cellular Structure) portrays the cells that were

1st Painting with a Sound Brush

on carbon material-based supercapacitors.

video-recording of light reflected off the eyes

Hyeon’s research has paved the way to freely

photographed during the process of inserting

nights delving into this subject. I am grateful that

Professor at UNIST, listed in 2018 for his research

Korean national to be listed.

that online data could be used to resolve issues

Test of Time Award among researchers who

engaged in research projects that have had

why this list is often considered as the preliminary

competition for the Nobel Prize. Hyeon is the third

design and Rodney RUOFF, the Director of the IBS

Jae che ol of the IBS Center f or Mole cular

microscopy; Green Galaxy (KIM Hyojin of the

attention in computer science, I found it intriguing

many years.”

the KAIST School of Computing, won the Test of

Center for Multidimensional Carbon Materials and

process in which nanoparticles are be synthesized

the IBS Pioneer Research Center for Mathematical

Time Award during the 14th International AAAI

within two years of their inclusion in the list. This is

Pioneer Research Center for Biomolecular and

related to social science and stayed up for many

and Computational Sciences and Professor at

research on functional mesoporous material

network platform data has not garnered much

Association for AI (AAAI)

CHA Meeyoung, the CI of the Data Science Group of

The third winners were: Star-Turned Fish

insight to corporations and institutions that are

as 54 Citation Laureates have received the Nobel

Prize, with 29 of them becoming Nobel Laureates

two are RYOO Ryong, the Director of the IBS

and Professor at K AIST, listed in 2014 for his
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and scientific aspects of each entry. The entries

President NOH Do Young of IBS said, “Vice

which pass the first stage are posted on the IBS

Pr e sident Ha is e quippe d with e x tensi ve

One first place winner (awarded a cash prize

technological commercialization, business

Facebook page and blog for online open voting.

social scientists took part as authors and offered

planning and coordination, and policymaking, as

by sharing objec tive scientif ic knowledge

three third place winners (awarded a cash prize of

27 years. We believe he is the best fit for the vice

groundles s fearmongering and f ake news

president post at IBS based on his knowledge

selected after combining the scores from the

Vice President HA stated, “I will strive to help

(awarded a cash prize of 300,000 KRW each) are
internal selection.

new IBS vice president

HA Seongdo, a senior

researcher of the Korea
and Technology (KIST)

is appointed as a new

IB S v i c e p r e s i d e n t .

Ha began his term on
November 9th.

V ice Pre sident Ha

Vice President, IBS

graduated from the Department of Mechanical

Engineering at Seoul National University, earned
a master’s degree in mechanical engineering at

1999, he has focused on complex geometr y,

to respond to such changes.

numbers, and algebraic geometry, which deals

most ef fective weapon in the fight against

equations.

scientific facts. Stories delivered by some of the

longstanding difficult problems in the field of

foundation for such rational thinking.”

made a name for himself in the international

more exper t ar ticles, and was per fected to

President NOH Do Young of IBS said, “The

Since its inception in 2011, IBS has continued

The book consist s of three par t s. Par t 1

public.”

to expand its organization and newly created

scientific facts within the original reports, added

ensure easy reading by the public.

elaborates on the structure, virus’s penetration

socioeconomic impact of the pandemic. It also

COVID-19 is a rational thought process based on

the vice president post in May 2020 to reinforce

route, and pneumonia-inducing mechanism of

nation’s most outstanding scientists will lay the

The final candidate was selected among those

strategies. It also contains the contribution of

SHIN Hee-Sup, the Director of the Social

SARS-CoV-2 as well as preventive and treatment

HWANG Junmuk

Director, IBS Center
for Complex Geometry

Dame and Seoul National
University. Since joining

t he K or ean In s t i t u t e

for Advanced Study in

Hwang has be en s olving a s er ie s of

of the Korea Disease Control and Prevention

in this book seem like the light that illuminates

serves for a period of two years.

to analyze the entirety of the RNA transcripts

planned by IBS and published by Dongasia Books.

which is authored by 12 leading

A book that scientifically analyzes and sheds light

on ways to overcome the COVID-19 pandemic has

renowned mathematician through the resolution

the darkness of ignorance.” Corona Science was

raised by Matsushita in 2008 and the proof

It is priced at 15,000 KRW and can be purchased at

released the breakthrough proof of Hirschowitz’s

The IBS Center for Complex Geometry

launches

On September 1st, 2020, the Institute for Basic

progress had been made for nearly four decades

unsolved longstanding problems and contribute

Powered by such achievement s, Hwang

President Noh said, “Hwang has a clearly

equations, which is a problem for which no
since 1981 after Hirschowitz first presented it.

center will bring positive change to the entire

where the Fields Medal is awarded, and he also

September 2020.

project to resolve social issues on the public

distribute correct scientific knowledge to the

Research Program, which was designed as a

Award (2009). In 2010, he was selected as a state-

the first Korean mathematician to give a lecture

at the International Congress of Mathematicians,

IBS ran the “COVID-19 Science Repor t” to

Institute for Advanced Study, was appointed

gave a keynote lecture there in 2014. He has

agenda, and he has also provided technological

public and remain faithful to its social responsibility

from the Depar tment of Phy sic s at Seoul

journals, including Journal f ür die reine und

remain competitive during the COVID-19 era.

crisis. IBS affiliated researchers, physicians, and

support to companies in the Gangneung area to
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as a basic science institution amidst the COVID-19

as the director of the center. Hwang graduated

National University and earned his doctorate in

mathematics at Harvard University. He worked

to the advancement of the world.”

and the advancement of Korea’s mathematics

HWANG Jun Muk, a professor at the Korea

innovative research projects such as the Open

interdisciplinary science, and mathematics.

geometry field by taking on the challenges of

Technology Expert Award (2006), and the Hoam

(for algebraic geometry and complex geometry)

were posted on the IBS website from March to

Study where I spent 21 years. I would like to help

defined plan not only for research but also for the

physics, chemistry, life science, earth science,

social issues and national tasks. He planned

which is a completely different environment

was s ele c te d as the winner of the Kor ea

Science Award (2001), Korea’s Best Science and

the “COVID-19 Science Repor t” series, which

is now equipped with 31 centers in the fields of

Hwang stated, “I look for ward to the new

our center reinforce its foothold in the complex

designated National Scientist. In 2006, he became

book is a compilation of the 19 articles from

other leading centers in the mathematics field.

conje c t ur e on p ower s er ie s s olut ions to

mathematics, at its headquarters in Daejeon. IBS

funded research institution’s capacity to resolve

advanced projects at IBS. He is also expected to

compared to the Korean Institute for Advanced

authored by 12 leading scientists in Korea. This

have successfully enhanced the government-

established researchers in complex geometry

of Beauville’s conjecture in 2013. In 2019, he

of Natural Products at KIST. He is evaluated to

Complex Geometry, a new center in the field of

the National Research Foundation of Korea. He

insights and new inspiration I will gain at IBS,

been newly released.

IBS has published Corona Science, which is

Study through the National Scientist project of

of the problem in complex-symplectic geometry

Coordination Division, the Convergence Research

Policy Center, and the KIST Gangneung Institute

Science (IBS) launched the IBS Center for

researchers at the Korea Institute for Advanced

expand exchanges and create synergy with the

stating, “The clear scientific discussions contained

online and offline bookstores.

Over the past decade, Hwang has successfully

proof of deformation rigidity of homogeneous

to dif ferent IBS centers and super vising the

work was published in the April 2020 issue of Cell.

valuable asset and help the Center rise to the

and work with them to push ahead with more

spaces from 1997 to 2005. He rose as a globally

produced by the virus-infected host cells, and her

originality and global recognition will prove a

mat h e mat ic s c ir c le s in 1 9 9 9 b y pr o v ing

brain scientist, recommended the work while

Agency(KDCA). She was the first in the world

professors at the world’s top universities. His

plans to bring together both newly emerging and

background of her research that was conducted

operation of the institution. The Vice President

fields of mathematics, and his achievements

are comparable to those of prominent chair

geometry by developing original methods. He

The vice president is responsible for assisting the

jointly with National Institute of Health(NIH)

dedicated to research at the frontiers of different

carried out long-term projects with post-doctoral

Lazarsfeld’s conjecture and completed the

president in providing administrative support

The Evaluation Committee that appointed

Hw ang e x plaine d, “Hw ang has r emaine d

with figures that can be defined with algebraic

Neuroscience Group of the IBS Center for

Cognition and Sociality and South Korea’s leading

mathematics scene.

level of a world-class research institute.”

KIM V. Narry, the Director of the IBS Center for

RNA Research, about the significance and the

played an instrumental role in the international

which deals with space represented by complex

recommended by relevant institutions and the

scientists in Korea.

Commercialization Division, the Technolog y

introduces social changes brought forth by the

promoting the importance of basic science to the

the CAD/CAM Research Center, the Intelligence

Policy Research Institute, the Research Planning &

efforts to reach out to the public beyond the

novel virus and scientists’ cooperation and efforts

IBS has published Corona Science,

System Research Division, the Technolog y

impac t , the COVID -19 infodemic , and the

walls of their labs. Corona Science updated the

KAIST, and received his doctorate in mechanical
engineering at MIT. He ser ved as the head of

concerning COVID-19. Also, it garnered much

fighting against the novel virus, psychological

IBS rise as a world-class basic research institution

IBS Vice President Recommendation Committee.

HA Seongdo

at the University of Notre

and served as a professor

illustrates the experiences of healthcare workers

acclaim as the product of frontline researchers’

administrative support for its research divisions.

Ins t itute of S cience

system, hosts, and therapies, are offered. Part 3

Sciences Research

in a steadfast manner amidst the spread of

and expertise.”

and thereby raise South Korea’s prestige while

HA Seongdo elected

Institute (MSRI) in the US

transmission mechanism, the human immune

of 1 million KRW), two second place winners
500,000 KRW each), and four fourth place winners

defined facts about COVID-19, such as the virus’s

This book drew the attention of the public

related social phenomena.

well as research, thanks to his service at KIST for

a t t h e Ma t h e m a t i c al

infectivity and defensive system. Scientifically

e x p er ience in adminis t r at ion, such as

(awarded a cash prize of 800,000 KRW each),

Part 2 deals with the novel virus’s formidable

their viewpoints on the science of COVID-19 and

ser ved as an editor of various authoritative
Angewandte Mathematik which boasts the longest

histor y of any mathematics journal, and has

education of a new generation of mathematicians

field. I strongly believe that the launch of the

mathematics community.”

Three IBS research projects listed

among the top 100 outstanding national
R&D results

Three IBS research projects in 2019 were selected

among the 100 most outstanding national R&D
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achievement s. The Ministr y of Science and

The annual list of the 100 Most Outstanding

ICT and Korea Institute of S&T Evaluation and

National R&D Achievements was initiated in

Planning (KISTEP) announced on October 30th

2006 to promote public interest in science and

the list of the 100 Most Outstanding National R&D

technology and instill pride in experts in the

Achievements in 2020. Research findings from the

related fields. In 2020, the final 100 winners were

Spectroscopy and Dynamics, and Cataly tic

projects performed in 2019. IBS was included in

IBS Centers for Cognition and Sociality, Molecular

Hydrocarbon Functionalizations were included in
the list.

The research work of the IBS Center for

Cognition and Socialit y published in Nature

in Februar y 2019 was selected as the most

selected among 70,000 government-funded

referred to as an “enantiomer”.

As evidenced by the fact that 60% of drugs

being marketed exist as enantiomer s, this
research is crucial in drug development. This
is because each enantiomer displays different

outstanding achievement in the basic science

physiological activities once they enter the body.

the research team defined the mechanism of

therapeutic while the other may be harmful.

and infrastructure field. Through animal testing,
eye movement desensitization and reprocessing

This means that one enantiomer type may be
The research team developed a new catalyst

(EMDR) as psychotherapy for post-traumatic

capable of selectively synthesizing one single

administered without a clear understanding of the

of a catalyst that can conver t abundant and

stress disorder (PTSD), which has been widely

underlying scientific principles. When repetitively
exposed to bilateral visual stimulation, the fear

response of mice substantially decreased and did

type of enantiomer. Followed by the development

inexpensive hydrocarbon to highly valuable γ

-lactam compounds in 2018 (published in Science),
the team accomplished the feat of presenting

not recur. The team also discovered new brain

a catalyst engineered to selectively produce

This research was also placed among the

research garnered much attention for succeeding

neurocircuitry involved in fear memory.

top 10 R&D Achievements for the Resolution of

Social Issues. Among the top 100 achievements,

chiral-lactams critically needed for drugs. This

in creating useful molecules out of hydrocarbon,
which is abundant in nature but difficult to utilize

these 10 were selected by the Ministry of Science

due to low chemical reactivity.

voting where the public votes for the research

Communications in March 2019 by the IBS Center

The Ministry explained, “This research appears

named the Most Outstanding Achievement in

possibility of contributing to the enhancement of

dif ficult to obser ve the internal features of

and ICT according to the results of the online

achievement they empathize with the most.
to have appealed to the voters through it s

Lastly, the research published in Nature

for Molecular Spectroscopy and Dynamics was

the convergence technology field. It has been

psychotherapy for PTSD.”

biological tissues even with microscopy, due

Hydrocarbon Functionalizations, which was

developed holographic microscopy that can

The research of the IBS Center for Catalytic

to their complex structures. The research team

published in the July 2019 issue of Nature Catalysis

amplify optical signals by more than 100 times.

in the life science and marine science field. Many

network of live zebrafish in high resolution using

The two different chiral molecules may be identical

reviews as this basic technology helps users

was selected as the Most Outstanding Outcome

pairs of molecules in the natural world are chiral.
in terms of their types and number of elements

but differ completely in chemical properties under

chiral environment. In particular, a molecule that

can exist in a pair as a mirror image of the other is
14th Issue | 2020 2nd
1
64 IBS Research | 15th
st

The team succeeded in obser ving the neural
this microscopy. The research received positive

attain deeper imaging of the underlying tissues

without the need for incisions. This is expected

to ensure greater accurac y in diagnosis in

combination with other tools such as endoscopy.

the list for having two projects in 2017, three in

2018, and four in 2019.

IBS Research celebrates its 8th anniversary this year.
In order to look back on our eight-year journey and
to improve our publication in the future,
We have gathered your opinions about the 14th
issue of IBS Research.

IBS

Special COVID-19 Science Report

The article that received the best response

Written�by�KIM�Ho�Min��CI�of�Pioneer�Research�Center�for�Biomolecular�and�Cellular�Structure
CDC

When�scanned��
the�QR�Code�
opens�a�link�
to��COVID�19�
Science�Report��
on�the�web�

Editor�s note
The Institute for Basic Science
(IBS) has published 20 volumes of
its COVID-19 Science Report, which
includes scientific knowledge and
studies about SARS-Coronavirus-2
(SARS-CoV-2), the virus responsible
for the current coronavirus
pandemic. The IBS COVID-19 Science
Report is intended to share ongoing
Korean and international research,
scientific issues, ideas, and studies
that may aid the prevention,
diagnosis, and treatment of this
new viral disease (COVID-19). Many
articles, full of information, are being
published, because scientists feel
that spreading accurate information
as quickly as possible will help
minimize confusion in the global
community and assist eﬀorts to
overcome the crisis. The following is
an excerpt from the COVID- 19 Science
Report, adapted for this article.

The first pandemic in 11 years

Q&A� SARS-CoV-2

Q. How is this novel coronavirus different from known
coronaviruses?

 utations have enabled it to attach more
A. M
strongly to human cell receptors.

An increase in the number of people with pneumonia of unknown

cause in Wuhan, China, in December 2019, lead the medical team

and scientists at the Chinese Center for Disease Control and

Prevention to organize a task force to combat what appeared to
be a new disease. The team reported on January 24, 2020, via the

Coronavirus is a virus that causes seasonal respiratory tract illnesses
and the common cold� however, it needs to be taken more seriously
than the common ﬂu. Coronaviruses were the causative agents for the
2002 outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome �SARS�, the 2015
outbreak of Middle East respiratory syndrome �MERS�, and now, the
COVID-19 outbreak. Of these, only the COVID-19 outbreak has been
described as a pandemic by the World Health Organization �WHO�. The
COVID-19 pandemic is the third pandemic declared by the WHO since
it was founded in 1946, following the Hong Kong ﬂu pandemic of 1968
and the 2009 H1N1 ﬂu pandemic. Here are some answers to common
questions about the novel coronavirus:

weekly medical journal The New England Journal of Medicine, that

it had analyzed fluid sampled during bronchoalveolar lavage of a

patient, and had identified a new type of coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2,
which caused the disease COVID-19.1

Subsequently, on February 3, the whole genome sequence

of SARS-CoV-2 was published in Nature, 2 a globally reputable
scientific journal. On March 26, a publication in Nature reported that

1 Zhu et al., “A Novel Coronavirus from Patients with Pneumonia in China”,
The New England Journal of Medicine, 2020, DOI: 10.1056/NEJMoa2001017

2 Wu et al., “A new coronavirus associated with human respiratory disease

in China”, Nature, 2020, DOI: 10.1038/s41586-020-2008-3
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Center�for�Nanopar ticle�Research

“The content was difficult, but I could

A�2000�times�cheaper�catalyst�with�8�times�
higher�hydrogen�peroxide�production�capability�
��An�indispensable�material�for�the�industry

Science Report’, which summarized
scientifically reliable information about

to check the IBS

Facebook page.

There were many opinions such as

IBS������Into the IBS

in IBS Research Issue 14 is the ‘COVID-19

Scan this QR code

easily understand it through photos or

SUNG�Yung�Eun

illustrations” or “it broke the prejudice

Associate�Director��Center�for�
Nanoparticle�Research

COVID-19 for the general public. The

that basic science is complicated”. In

article generated a high level of interest

particular, many graduate students or

at the time of publication, as it contained

current researchers commented that

HYEON�Taeghwan

Director��Center�for�
Nanoparticle�Research

many relevant and useful information

our publication was highly useful for

st

56-59 최IBS 코로나-영문.indd 56
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about the pandemic.

IBS (화학)최나노입자연구단 영문.indd 32

2020-07-27 오후 5:48:00

them to understand research trends

Other articles that received good feedback were the ‘Art in Science’

that are outside of their field of expertise. This demonstrates that

and the ‘Into the IBS’. ‘Art in Science’ is an article that explores the

IBS Research has faithfully achieved its purpose of fostering mutual

artistic qualities of the images that were taken by scientists during

understanding among research communities.

their research. On the other hand, ‘Into the IBS’ features an easy-tounderstand explanation of the latest research achievements of the
IBS, along with their potential application.

As the IBS Research has its own identity

As candidates
for a new article,

and plays a meaningful role as a

14th Issue | 2020 1st
14th Issue | 2020 1 st Eng.

science media, 38% of all respondents

High Magnetic Fields
Essential for fundamental science

answered that it is necessary to actively

The first pandemic in 11 years,
Q&A: SARS-CoV-2

Through the eyes of scientists
: The world of art within science

promote its existence. Some readers

SHIN Hee-Sup & C. Justin Lee
Co-Directors of the Center for
Cognition and Sociality

IBS

Viewpoint

Written by KIM Soyoung, Professor of the Graduate School of Science, Technology and Policy, KAIST

How to represent

science in politics?

More than half of the respondents

also commented that it would be

recommended that the articles related to the

beneficial to publish two versions of IBS

connection between science research and

Research, where one publishes articles

our daily life or the latest trends in science
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for a professional audience and the other
2020-07-24 오후 1:30:25

should be covered in the next issue. Others

consists of popular science content for the public.

suggested that the next IBS research should

The survey reveals that IBS Research needs to be promoted more

cover a backstory of some of our renowned

widely with various engaging content for the public. IBS Research

researchers, or depict the daily life the

will always welcome readers’ opinions, and will continue to evolve

researchers experience in laboratories.

so that it can better serve its role as a media through which basic

Lastly, a few readers expressed the opinion that an article on the

science can reach the public.

current status of government support for basic science, stories of Nobel

The feedback about the 15th IBS Research will be gathered through

Prize winners, or the relationship between IBS research activities and

the IBS Facebook(https://www.facebook.com/ibs.media.ibs/).

scientific development was necessary.

Please follow our Facebook page for more updates.
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